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INTRODUCTION
In social work, there is a need for the practitioner to
have knowledge in the area of understanding a person holistically,
the spiritual self as well as the biological, emotional and psy¬
chological self. Human Service Training Institutes do not en¬
courage practitioners to engage in in-depth perception of
people as four dimensional: physical, social, psychological and
spiritual. A great deal of emphasis is placed on the biological,
social and psychological aspect of the individual. These com¬
ponents are important in understanding human behavior; however,
the spiritual self is an essential component of the human being
entirely.
The social aspect of the self, as well as the biological
and psychological, functions on a conscious level. The concept
of consciousness has slowly developed since approximately 4000 B.C.
The consciousness evolution is still developing; therefore, there
is much to learn. The spiritual self serves as the mediator
between the biological, psychological and social self; it serves
to unify the conscious, subconscious and super-conscious level of
functioning. Without the most essential component of the self- •
the spiritual self - it is difficult to enhance the development
of the human personality holistically.
When a student enters an institute of learning, it is
assumed that he/she is setting out to study a particular
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discipline. The social work student is setting out to study the
human personality and to acquire specific methodological skills
and techniques for alleviating personal responses to (stress and
anxiety).
There are basically two kinds of counseling approaches.
The first being basic social work counseling approaches and the
second being metaphysical counseling approaches. Most basic
approaches tend to focus primarily on externals (economic, social
political) or on partial internals (psychological, biological),
but fail to be attentive to the wide range of spiritual re¬
sources available for individual maintenance and development.
Metaphysical counseling approaches would enhance and broaden the
students' perspective of human development, mainly because those
principles focus on the internals which make up the total person.
AUSSW provides a variety of courses which enable the
student to experience and develop basic social work practice
skills and methods. The AUSSW student is in search of profes¬
sional job oriented knowledge. Students are not prepared to
acquire these particular skills unless they have defined their
own personal growth and spiritual awareness first. Metaphysics
ought to be incorporated into the AUSSW curriculum in order to
assist the student in self-development. Metaphysics is defined
as the science that investigates first causes, natural laws,
basic wisdom, and bodies of knowledge that pertain to those
forces in the universe that govern the devine spiritual forces
which manifest themselves in the mundane material realm. A
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course that encourages self-coherence, self-discipline and self-
mastery would enable a student to define personal, professional
and spiritual purposes and goals.
The scientific tradition that informs orthodox or con¬
ventional counseling is basically material in orientation; thus,
the basic social work practitioner is concerned with surface ex¬
ternals and surface internals.
The purpose of this study is to introduce an alternative
conceptual framework in which the social work practitioner can
develop a habit for in-depth external and internal study of human
development. The metaphysical approach focuses on helping an in¬
dividual to tap their own inner resources (spiritual) in order
to find self-awareness and peace within. The metaphysical
approach intends to prepare the individual for rediscovering
his/her own potential and for instructing the individual to get
in touch with his/her inner divine mind.
A Masters Degree in Social Work implies that one has
mastered the body of theory and principles related to people in
general. However, it is of utmost importance, to have first
mastered significant theories and principles of self.
I. COMPARISON CONTRAST STUDY
Social Systems Approach
In autonomous social work practice, the counselor is
expected to demonstrate the effective use of psychological
forces to which one must learn to accommodate oneself. Meta¬
physical counselors are expected to heighten awareness of
universal psycho-spiritual forces which one learns to harmonize.
Metaphysical counselors use guides to help individuals solve
their problems at the point of cause. There is a basic pattern
in all human problems: or they tend to repeat themselves, over
and over with persistent regularity. There are various ap¬
proaches to solving problems, and this paper will discuss two:
the basic social work approach and the metaphysical approach.
In both approaches, people that come for help do so in
strictest confidence. Metaphysicians explore and study the
destructive power of negative thinking, and they assist in the
re-channeling of those thoughts from negative to creative and
positive thinking. Inner problems always produce outer problems.
A problem has no independent existence. It is merely an effect
caused by something. A sustained feeling of inner happiness is
the only known cure for human problems. Metaphysicians help
their clients to get in immediate touch with their creativity
and inner devine mind to meet daily experiences constructively.
It is basically done by re-structuring communication patterns
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and re-channeling of destructive energies to natural creative
energies tends to support the alleviation of destructive inner
conditions. By doing so, the client is taught to understand
mental tools, such as attention, concentration, imagination and
emotion. During the treatment process, the client is gradually
reaching the mental and emotional state of consciousness, that
enables the client to correct energies, theory, changing the
affect and effect.
This approach is similar to the social systems approach,
in social work practice. The general systems theory is based
upon the assumption that matter, living and non-living, can be
considered as systems and that systems have particular discrete
properties. Ralph Anderson in. Human Behavior in a Social
Environment defines social systems as a bounded set of inter¬
related activities that together constitutes a single entity.
The basic make-up of any system is energy. Energy can be used
as a form of power to effect change. The social worker must
direct treatment towards the building of energy and the main¬
taining of an equilibrium state utilizing external supports,
(community, welfare agencies, etc.). In order to maintain
equilibrium, effective communication is vital. Energy and the
organization of energy and communication are then essential
characteristics of social systems, utilized in both approaches.
Problem-Solving Approach
When given a problematic situation, there are specific
structures that the metaphysical counselor uses to help the
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clients balance their lives in an effort to solve their indivi¬
dual problems. These structures entail experiencing the
spiritual, emotional, mental, physical and material self. Un¬
derstanding this experience is considered understanding of self.
In basic social work practice, the methodological principle,
problem solving skill is used. These problem solving skills
are generic to all social work roles. Social work problem sol¬
ving focuses on the identification of the problem at hand.
This method scientifically involves the study of externals to
alleviate or solve problems, whereas the metaphysical structures
tend to focus on actually experiencing those variables which make
up the self. This is done by reconditioning the mind to accept
affirmative ideas. This is what treatment is, the reconditioning
of the mind; therefore, solving the problems. The objective of
metaphysical counseling is to develop a system by which one
could help themselves through conscious conditioning of the
mind and emotions. There is no limit to the spiritual, mental
and emotional tools available for us to use. The metaphysical
problem solving approach is broad in nature. Dr. Donald Curtis
lists 12 steps, that when compared to social work problem solving
approach, makes clear distinctions in orientation and objective.
(See Tables 1 and 2).
Metaphysical principles utilize word power as a means
of reconditioning . There are several techniques for treatment
such as visualization, seven aspects of spirit, the use of
light, meditation, contemplation, denials and affirmations.
These are vital components in learning how to solve your
TABLE 1
METAPHYSICAL APPROACH
1. Relaxation 7. Identification
2. Expectation 8. Conviction
3. Recognition 9. Realization
4. Unification 10. Projection
5. Dedication 11. Action
6. Intention 12. Cooperation
Source: Dr. Donald Curtis, Human Problems and How to










Source: School of Social Work Revised Production Manual,
Atlanta, Georgia, 1974, p. 2, Appendix A.
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problems. The following are examples of additional treatment
techniques developed by Dr. Donald Curtis, that are summarized
for this paper.^I.Reversing Thought - Metaphysicians feel that treat¬
ment is a matter of turning ones thoughts from negative to
positive, from destructive to constructvie. Treatment is a
matter of getting in touch with one's self and using the power
within for constructive purposes.II.Mental Surgery - Mental Surgery is a visual treat¬
ment method. Treatment entails using the conscious mind to
eliminate unhealthy subconscious convictions. Utilizing this
method, one's conscious mind is a surgeon; on the inner con¬
sciousness to remove all thoughts, attitudes, feelings, pre¬
judices, hurts. Being definite and specific, actual mental in¬
cisions take place, cutting out the infected areas in the body.
This method can also serve as an agent to alleviate physical
ills due to stress.III.Focusing - The idea which you wish to complete is
focused upon, concentrating all energies upon the objectives.
To concentrate means to bring to the center of attention. All
of these efforts are carried out by the mind power.
These three approaches are merely examples of how the metaphysi¬
cal counselor utilizes inner resources during the problem
solving process.
The social work problem solving approach utilizes a
scientific method in developing and creating knowledge. "The
problem solving process called "case work" attempts to inject
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into its clients life process its methods of operation and its
resources of knowledge and organized provisions by which the
2
clients own problem-solving struggle is substantially aided.”
"Problem solving implies that both case worker and client are
simultaneously and consciously, though differently engaged in
. 3
problem-solving from the first."
The counselors' objective is to ascertain and specify
facts of the problem. The problem-solving approach requires
that the client come to grips with the problem by probing and
facing up to real feelings and working with the mind. In final
analysis, the problem-solving effort is to move towards some
choice or decision. "Problem solving must also include, then,
conscious, focused, goal-directed activity between client and
case worker and for each on his own part as well."^ "Problem¬
solving work is an unconscious or only partly conscious basis;
it happens spontaneously in the empathetic interaction between
C
worker and client." The client recognizes that the problem¬
solving experience serves as a stimulant to mobilize himself and
contemplates on his circumstances in some goal directed and
orderly way. The counselor is the one that decides on which
facts will be discussed in order to maintain relevance. "En¬
abling a client to tell his problem, its' facts of situational
and emotional import, is the first step in helping him. What
accompanies or follows this is enabling him to think it through.
This means help to the client to search for understanding of
what his problem is made of, how his actions and reactions
affect it, what different meanings may be imprinted to it, and
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therefore what different significances it may have in terms of
his reaction to it and possible decisions about it.”® The AUSSW
Matrix indicates that the methodological skill, problem solving
incorporates being a Change Agent: using the scientific method to
develop and create knowledge; Advocate: facilitating and utilizing
social action techniques and community resources to meet the needs
of social welfare services; Planner: planning social welfare
activities and programs for purposes of prevention as well as
treatment; Teacher-Consultant: imparting knowledge and skills for
leadership development so that consumers of social welfare ser¬
vices become their own decision-makers, problem-solvers and
advocates; Administrator: assuming the responsibilities for
analyzing and influencing policy for its impact on the quality
of social welfare and social work services.
Emphasis is placed on the facts surrounding the situa¬
tional and emotional impact. Next, the counsleor concentrates
on helping the client to think through his situation. "This
means help to the client to search for understanding of what
his problem is made of, how his actions and reactions affect it,
what different meanings may have in terms of his reaction to it
and possible decisions about it."^
In essence, this problem solving approach focuses on the
individual's problems and enhancing understanding of the problem
instead of specifically enhancing understanding of self, where
the problem most likely originated. In every problematic situ¬
ation, there is a point of cause (the beginning) which influences
the affective conditions. This is why it is logical to thera-
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peutically analyze the cause which brings on particular actions
and reactions after the cause, which Helen Perlman states is
primary.
The problem solving process is effective in both coun¬
seling approaches. However, it is the writers recommendation
that the nature or origin of any problem be closely studied in
an effort to integrate the metaphysical approach to problem¬
solving.
Worker-Client Relationship
The case worker client relationship is an ongoing process
engaging in the beginning, middle and ending phases of treatment.
This relationship is vital in that personal feelings are shared
between two or more people which is extremely confidential.
The professional relationship is conscious, purposeful and goal
directed. As the client shares bits and pieces of his problem
during the beginning phase, the case worker demonstrates that
he/she has the professional competence to deal with their pro¬
blem. In the case worker-client relationship, there must be a
certain amount of feelings experienced between the client and
the worker. For a particular amount of time, long term or short
term, the client and the worker will be directly connected to
each other. It is important that the worker focus on inter¬
communication and the development of a positive relationship.
Immediately those ideas that the worker has, are focused upon
the clients life-problem and how to move on into the middle
phase of treatment. Together, the client and worker work
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towards reaching some solution to the problem which is the cen¬
ter of their joint concern. The caseworker reaches out to help
the client release his feelings and the worker returns with an
expression of receptivity, attention, and sympathetic responses.
The positive relationship is used consciously during the problem¬
solving/ therapeutic relationship.
The client and the worker should have developed acceptance
by the middle phase and become more capable of sharing. The
worker must maintain a professional perspective and focus on
objectivity. This is to avoid becoming emotionally involved with
the client and his/her problem. Through the relationship, the
client is enabled to tell his troubles and skillfully the worker
is helping the client to accept, recognize and act towards
solving his/her own problems. Once the worker feels that the
client is able to function adequately on his/her ow'n, the ending
phase and/or termination begins. Termination takes place during
the beginning phase in essence. It is only when the actual
separation takes place that the client is aware of ending. By
this time the client is able to view himself and his problem in
a problem-solving perspective and much more capable of coping.
The metaphysical practitioner first engages in the develop¬
ment of the relationship with client - through love, under¬
standing, and quiet words of explanation and encouragement, to
focus the client's mind upon strength, courage and faith. That
the client has reached out for help indicates a readiness for
receptivity and acceptance. With the removal of all personal
resistance, our consciousness is receptive to the realization
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that the inner power is working through natural means to correct
the difficulty. This is why constructive attitudes have the
power to dissolve negative ones. When the client is receptive,
he/she comes to know subconsciously what the practitioner has
realized about him and either accepts or rejects. This is the
principle behind the practitioner-client relationship. It also
depends on the willingness of the person to cooperate by
dissolving destructive attitudes of mind and adopting construc¬
tive attitudes of mind and adopting constructive ones. No
matter what the problem may be, if one can identify themselves
spiritually, mentally, and emotionally with wholeness and per¬
fection, health will manifest itself by a natural law of right
or positive action. The practitioner and client can only work
together in terms of total acceptance and conviction, moving
along at the client's own pace.
Psychosomatic Treatment
The purpose of all forms of psychotherapy is to help a
person change his troublesome attitudes and behavior. Directive
therapies build structures in the therapeutic situation as much
as possible to reduce ambiguity to a minimum. Directive or
basic social work therapies encompass a variety of specialized
techniques. Central to almost all directive therapies is em¬
phasis on the fact symptoms of persons seeking counseling all
expressions of loss of control, or ineffective efforts to gain
control over certain thoughts, feelings or behavior. As a re¬
sult, the persons are both distressed and unable to function at
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the level of their "full potential".
"An experimental study has confirmed, as Freud long ago
recognized, that anxiety, the most common complaint of the
mentally ill, or its somatic manifestations are expressions of
a feeling of helplessness."^ In more positive terms perhaps
the primary hxxman need is to have a sense of control or mastery
•
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over oneself and ones environment."
The specific goals of directive therapy vary widely, such
as reality therapy.^ Reality therapy seeks to improve the
general adaptation by confronting him with his self-deceptions
and, in genera],, teaching him how to function with fewer defense
mechanisms. Other therapies train to use self-administered
exercises, such as relaxation and autogenic training (biofeed¬
back, self-hypnosis, etc.) that enable a person to overcome his
symptoms and function better in general by gaining control of
muscular and visceral reactions. Notable examples would include
progressive relaxation^^ and autogenic training.
Although directive therapies and metaphysical therapies
vary in their methods, the relationship between client and
therapist is always conceived as one of guidance and cooperation
rather than of collaboration. Directive therapists, uses the
clients dependence on him (his transference) as a means to gain
the necessary leverage, rather than as a potential source of
increased self-understanding. From the beginning stages of the
development of the client-worker relationship, the therapist
demonstrates his/her skill in the use of a particular faith in
his ability to be helpful. Directive therapies can be classified
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as emphasizing the clientis cognitions and behavioral emotions,
although both methods inevitably involve all of them. I would
like to examine both approaches and compare/contrast with the
following tables. Table 3 indicates the probable psychological
causes underlying some of the most common physical ailments.
Remember, true healing can take place only when the cause behind
the condition is removed. The correspondences while not exact,
will help you be more specific in your treatment." "Table 3
was developed over many years of professional practice, during
t
which time the author has counselled and treated untold numbers
of people with all manner of ailments, diseases and problems.
This chart is not expected to be comprehensive, because circum¬
stances and degrees of responses vary from person to person.
Metaphysicians feel that primary causes of problems are within
the self, and their major concern is with primary causes. Each
structure for treatment is put into a theoretical approach and
utilized to create the entire experience of inner awareness and
control.
Table 4 exhibits treatment of psychophysiologic, autonomic
and visceral- disorders (psychosomatic) , from a psychotherapeutic
approach (See Tables 3 and 4). Look at the comparison/contrast
perspective and recognize the ailment, probable cause and treat¬
ment methods. During the treatment process, the client is
gradually reaching a mental and emotional state of awareness,
eventually solving the existing conflicts holistically. Con¬
tinually, emphasis is placed on the inner self as the source for
creating and eliminating problems. The client is helped to
TABLE 3
Ailment Probable Psychological Cause Treatment
Skin Disorders Over-sensitivity, lack of self-








Drinking Problem Inferiority, self-rejection
need for love and assurance
Confidence, love,
discipline
Blood Pressure (High) Fear, Emotional Upset Calm, confidence,
peace, order
(Low) Depression, Sorrow Joy, Uplift




Source: Dr. Donald Curtis, Human Problems and How to Solve Them, Wilshire Book
Company, No. Hollywood, California, 1974, p.25.
TABLE 4
Ailment Probable Psychological Cause Treatment









































create new life structures of mind, body, spirit and affairs,
(financial, material, communities.) In metaphysical counseling.
Dr. Donald Curtis uses a treatment method called the Matrix.
There is a perfect pattern of all things in the One
Mind, Since your mind is an individualization of the
One Mind, these perfect patterns are also in your
mind, and will demonstrate perfect results in your
experience as long as you work in accord with them and
refrain from interference or deviation.
For instance, there is a spiritual pattern of the perfect
body. If your body is ill, it needs to be re-aligned
with the Matrix, or perfect inner pattern. Visualize
the imperfection and distortion disappearing as you re¬
establish the perfect pattern. You may do this with
any part of your body, or with any situation or circum¬
stance which may arise. Perfect order, harmony and
balance exist at the center of the universe. This per¬
fection is normal for you. Know this and make your
experience conform to it. Nothing short of this is
good enough.
In metaphysical terms, treatment is also referred to as Faith
Healing.
Humanity is on a pill and miracle drug binge. Man
takes pep pills to give him energy to face his day;
then pills to slow him down at night so he can go to
sleep. He must have his cocktails to stimulate his
brain so he can finish his day without collapsing.
In this mad rush from one drug to another, man be¬
gins to suffer from a gradual inability to let the
natural healing process of his mind and body take
over and do the work for which they were intended . . .
to heal him when he is sick.l^
Many knowledgeable doctors use the healing power of
nature.
Doctors can assist this miracle power within the
human mind and body, and in the new branch of
psychosomatic medicine which has arise in the past
twenty-five years, it is widely recognized that the
human mind can make man sick in many cases, and
that it can also serve as the agency for healing of
many conditions.
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There are five aspects of faith healing: 1. Healing
of the physical body and miracle healing regime for
sickness; 2. Healing of personality disorders and
miracle healing regime for personality disorders;
3. Healing of the environment and miracle healing
regime for wrong environment; 4. Healing of romantic
and marital problems and miracle healing regime for
romantic problems; and 5. Healing of economic and
financial conditions and regime for healing economic
and financial conditions. '
There are five basic treatment methods for health and healing:
1. Relax the body, 2. Quite the mind, 3. Cleanse your
consciousness of all resentment, fear and anxiety,
4. Visualize wholeness in every part of your body, and
5. Thank God that healing is taking place and that
health is established.
When dealing with psychosomatic pathologies, the meta¬
physician always keeps the cause in perspective; the condition
or effect is rarely dealt with. When the causual negative effect
is systematically dissolved, new and positive attitudes can then
be established, allowing the healing process to take place
naturally. The metaphysical model of the mental, emotional,
spiritual, physical and material self is expressed by keeping
one's head cool (mental), keeping one's heart warm (emotional),
keeping one's words kind (spiritual), keeping one's body pure
(physical) and keeping one's actions controlled (material).
Goals
In social work, goals are the most essential part of the
problem-solving process. Goals are set in order to provide a
meaningful and purposeful experience. Goals are means to pro¬
vide opportunities which enable a person to handle his/her own
affairs, or to at least help balance and stabilize them.
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Specifically, then, the goal in each case must be
limited to the attainment or the approximation of the
solution sought for the particular problems identified
between the client and case worker as their business at
hand. Within the boundaries of what the client wants,
his capacities, and the resources of skill and material
means of the agency (and community), the specific goal
is to help him achieve his previous level of functioning
and/or to promote the most effective functioning of
which he is capable at this time. This goal, then must
be as individualized as is the person and his problem
and what he wants and is able to do about it. Desirabl%
goals must be balanced against feasible ones.^®
Each single client's goal must remain realistic and
attainable. While' the social work goal is to obtain the highest
functional level for human well-being, the metaphysician is
concerned with the basic problem which is often found to be
inner in nature. On either behalf, setting goals and working
them out is extremely essential.
The metaphysician focuses on making sure the stated
goals are worth attaining. The client is centered on looking
for ways to express self and concentrate on goals and purposes.
never worrying about recognition or material rewards.
In setting goals, the inner resources are still utilized
Things cannot improve in an outter 'way until things change in an
inner way. Implementing the principle that inner processes of
the mind controls all the outter experiences of our lives, keeps
goals attainable and meaningful. It also works on the principle
that nothing can stop you from moving toward your goals mentally
as you ask the inner d vine mind for guidance.
Meditation
This brings us to how you get in touch with the inner
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substance of the self for guidance. I have mentioned several
techniques and treatment for reconditioning, among those skills
was meditation. Specifically, meditation ought to be a skill
taught to social work practitioners. The core of the technique
of meditation lies in the ability to arouse the client's hope,
to heighten his/her self-esteem, to support him/her emotionally
and strengthen ties with a supportive group, through various
means that most methods presently use. The scheme helps a per¬
son to make sense out of his/her inchoate feelings, therefore,
heightening his/her sense of mastery over them. In meditation,
relief of suffering is accomplished not only by a profound
change in a person's feelings about self and others, but by the
strengthening of previous assumptive systems or new ones.
Raising one's level of consciousness and altering dysfunctional
values includes developing more optimistic views concerning the
meaning of existence. This would include changes in one's
attitudes towards the self and significant others. Helping a
person to regain self-confidence and emotional balance usually
requires simple supportive measures which can be offered on an
individual or group basis.
Our bodies and circumstances are controlled by our
thoughts. The revelation of raising the level of consciousness
of a person is spiritual understanding. When a person is in the
process of raising his/her level of consciousness or intellect,
he/she suddenly realizes that the spiritual self is the highest
expression of self. Every person should take time daily for
quiet meditation. In daily meditation lies the secret of power.
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No one can grow in either spiritual knowledge or power without
it. Daily meditation alone focuses the di^rine: presence within
us and brings it to our consciousness. This alone is the be¬
ginning to spiritual understanding. Spirit will reveal to you
understanding and wisdom that connects with the universal mind
and one's individual mind.
H. Emile Cady, the author of Lessons in Truth, says that
man is made up of spirit, soul and body. He goes on to say that
spirit is that individuality of us that will never change. He
defines 'spirit' as inner one with God; 'soul' as the clothing
as it were of the spirit; and'body' as the external clothing of
the soul.
In social work, we learn about the human personality and
its function. We also speak of the individuality of a person
and its relationship to personality. Individuality should be the
primary concern of the personality, simply because the individual
manifested first. The personality is a product of one's external
environment, therefore influencing external controls for solving
one's problems.
In the metaphysical literature of today a good many
terms are used that are very confusing to those who
have not taken a consecutive course of lessons on the
subject. The words 'personality' and 'individuality'
present distance meanings to the trained mind, but to the
untrained mind they are often used interchangeably and
apart from their real meanings.
Personality applies to the human part of you - the
person, the external. It belongs to the region
governed by the intellect. Your personality may be
agreeable or disagreeable to others. When you say
that you dislike anyone, you mean that you dislike
his/her personality - that exterior something that
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presents itself from the outside. It is the outer,
changeable man, in contradition to the inner or real man.20
Individuality is the term used to denote the real man.
The more God comes into visibility through a person, the
more individualized be becomes. By this I do not mean
that ones individuality is greater when one is more
religious. Remember, God is wisdom, intelligence,
love and power. The more pronounced the manner in which
any one of these qualities - or all of them - comes
forth into visibility through a man, the greater in¬
dividuality . 21
It is a social work principle to acknowledge the in¬
dividuality of a person. No wonder why self-awareness is so
essential; one must know his own individual properties in order
to distinguish and acknowledge someone elses. We can discover
our own individual properties by listening to the "still small
voice" within ourselves. We can discover our personality which
evolves around pride, fear of criticism, and selfishness by
listening to outsiders, instead of our own inner deyine minds.
This process of individualization is difficult. The difficulty
can be extinguished through meditation.
In an effort to reach our magnificent potential, utili¬
zation of meditation techniques is useful. Consciousness is a
quality of the mind, while awareness is the transcendence or the
"spirit" of unconscious and subconscious. Therefore, trancen-
dental meditation is a way of becoming aware of the conscious
mind. Meditation is a way of getting in touch with that total
awareness within and without. Meditation, then, can serve as an
aid to solving problems. Through the discipline of habitual
meditation, highly developed thoughts come resulting in an
expansion of understanding of external and internal conditions.
Dr. Donald Curtis defines meditation as "the process of
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attuning ones' mind to the One Mind; of becoming aware of the
larger scope of things; of occupying the mind with spiritual
truths; of discovering the inner meaning of all phenomena; of
identifying oneself with the real; of forgetting oneself in the
greater glory which is God."^^ The individuality of a person
determines how one will meditate; however, it is vital that a
specific technique be used. Meditation, concentration and con¬
templation. will guide you towards raising your level of con¬
sciousness. One can learn to develop and release ones highest
potential through meditation. Those things that we contemplate,
are those things we become.






This section of the paper is devoted to examining an
alcohol rehabilitation program servicing the lower socio-economt
ic class and which uses meditation as a treatment modality. In
order to obtain a general perspective of traditional alcohol
programs, Dr. Patrick C. Coggins, Director of the alcoholism
training program for AUSSW was interviewed. The interview
consisted of a discussion on the overall purpose, goals and
methodologies of traditional alcohol programs, located in lower
socio-economic communities. Dr. Coggins feels that basic al¬
cohol programs have a tendency to use the behavioral approach.
It is a general assumption that most problems that people en¬
counter are caused by their environment and reasons for turning
to drinking is related to socio-economic influences. The
therapy process is directive, and deals with cultural and his¬
torical perspectives of people to reinforce their identity and
interrelatedness to groups, individuals, and families. One of
the most significant objectives is to assist in conditioning
one to accept self. The counseling therapy is intended to
25
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reinforce the clients self-worth. Concentration is placed on
removing underlined conditions such as; housing and welfare in
an effort to solve problems.
During the therapeutic process, the psychoanalytical
approach is used. The therapist diagnoses past experiences and
identifies influential aspects of the past that lead-, one to
addiction. As the end result, the client will become self-suf¬
ficient and "free" from dependence. The usual time span is
from nine months to a year for most modalities.
The overall goal of treatment that one does
not need a drug to cope, that using inner strengths are more
effective. The concept of utilizing inner strengths was signi¬
ficant in that metaphysical approaches seek inner strengths as
well. I asked Dr. Coggins to briefly explain how the therapist
gets in touch with one's inner strengths. The therapist searches
for significant personal growth and positive achievements.
Therapeutic measures are taken from Gestalt and client - centered
therapy. Dr. Coggins says that: "Once identified, it creates an
environment for the individual to work through their own problems."
In retrospect, I am concerned with the overall goal of
helping one to utilize inner strengths by identifying outer or
external growth achievements, which are external in relationship
to helping one tap on inner strengths and eventually solving
one's own problems. Dr. Coggins gave a precise and holistic
purpose for alcohol treatment centers. "The purpose is to
alleviate the dependency on the particular substance that will
stabilize the total well being of an individual, as well as
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avoid future addiction."
In closing. Dr. Coggins wanted to make a significant
recommendation. He mentioned that some people will be lost and
will be "maintained" at a certain level and are helpless/ more
than 50% can be cured with early intervention. Thus, Dr.
Coggins recommends that society develop an educational awareness
for alcoholism. This awareness will create an effort to prevent




The Atlanta Southside Community Health Center, "Third
Ear", is an Alcohol Rehabilitation Program. Mr. Joseph Hampton
is the coordinator of the program. He agreed to allow me to
visit the site and talk with him about the program. Mr. Hampton
says that the program goal is: "To assist persons and families
in the realization of alcohol and drug-free lifestyles that en¬
courage positive human development and growth." The motto is:
"You are responsible for yourself.''
The "Third Ear" is located in the Carver Homes housing
project on Twiggs Street. The idea is to have the service
directly located in the community. The unique location is a
form of outreach to the community. The overall treatment
modality is meditation. The client is directly involved with
the treatment program holistically. After their consent is
given for treatment, they are introduced to a new realm of
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thought. Each participant is engaged into III modules: Module I:
Creative Confrontation; Module II: Positive Self Imaging; Module
III: Advanced Program Assessment and Evaluation (See Appendix A)
In an effort to raise levels of consciousness, each
participant is engulfed in an experience to discover inner
strengths. They become aware of a higher mind, which offers
guidance and assurance. Because of the vital importance of
confidentiality, I was unable to review a case study. Instead,
I decided to go through the intake procedure for "Third Ear"
personally.
A first year student from AUSSW was doing a practicum
placement at the "Third Ear". He was the worker and took me
through the first phase. As I entered the meditation room, I
sensed a stillness which immediately created a mood for silence.
As we shared thoughts and ideas of what we did over the weekend,
the student pulled out a cassette tape. I had mentioned that I
had been to a motorcycle race. Thus the tape was a relaxation
technique using the concept of a motorcycle in the country. As
I closed my eyes slowly and leaned back on the wall, I was
listening to how to relax. For 20 minutes, I was totally re¬
laxed and unaware of my surroundings until the end of the tape.
I actually felt the tension and stress release and I felt renewed
I then went through the process of steps in recovery.
Steps in RecoveryI.Admit to ProblemII.Realize lack of control over problemIII.Turn to power greater than yourselfIV.Inventory yourself for strengths and weaknesses
29V.Face your painVI.Learn to relax/meditate for strength and new
directionVII.Make amends (if feasible)VIII.Teach and help others
In closing, I was told that I could come back whenever
I wanted and felt that I was ready for treatment. I was given
a daily meditation (see Appendix C) to engage in once a day. I
was also given a handbook which describes the program in detail
(see Appendix A).
The philosophy and methodology of the "Third Ear" has
been developed by Joseph Hampton and can be found in Appendix D.
The "Third Ear" is an experimental project funded by the
Federal Government. Thus far the program has been positive and
can only grow and develop to its highest potential.
Table 5 is a comparison study of the major theories used
in the helping profession. During several interviews with
Mr. Joseph Hampton and Dr. Patrick Coggins, jointly we came up
three additional columns which specifically address alcohol
programs.
TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF MAJOR THEORIES
» s. ^ ^
Phenomenological Cognitive- Transactional-
Psychoanalytical Client-Centered Gestalt Behavioral Behavioral Communical've
Major 1. Man has no free 1. Man hasfreewill 1. Man hasfreewill 1. Man has no free 1. Man hasfreewill 1. Man has free wilt* ..
Assump- will will <
tions 2. Behavior deter- 2. Locus of behavioral 2, Organism works 2. Behavior caused 2. Behavior deter- 2. Man can choose
mined by b'ological determinism as whole within by environment mined by iogical his own behavior ,> "
and environmental internal environment and shaped by thinking and ■ -V ’A
factors 3. Neurosis stems consequences responsibility •' i'
3. Neurosis stems from incongruence 3, Neurosis stems 3. Neurosis results 3. Neurosis stems 3. Neurosis stems
from repressed between self- from impasse from maladaptive from irrational from ego state ,
infantile conflicts concept and between organism learning thinking and irre- cohtaminatiwv, „ • «'
environment and environment sponsible choices and exclusion
Therapy Directive 1, Non-directive 1. Directive 1. Directive 1. Directive 1, Nondirective 'c
V Process 2. Diagnosis and 2. Here-and-now 2, Here-and-now 2. Present behavior 2, Present behavior. 2, Early script, preaenj •
’ past experience experience verbal and body and reinforce- thinking, and games, and tranSf
important important awareness ment history values important actions importari
important important 1 -r'
3. Verbal 3. Verbal 3. Verbal and 3. Verbal and 3. Verbal and 3. Verbal and ■
nonverbal activities activities nonverbal
4. Transference in 4. Empathic relation- 4. Honest, trusting 4. Analytical, 4. Instructional, 4, Potent, protective
relationship ship important and, supportive conditioning involved and permissive^-
important confrontative relationship relationship relationship s'
relationship
V
Requisite 1. Therapist neutral, 1. Therapist honest. 1. Therapist honest. 1. Therapist analy- 1. Therapist involved 1. Therapist analyzes
Therapist benign, objective congruent, em- open, confronts- tical, objective. and judgmental games, scripts, and
Behaviors pathic, nonjudg- tive but basically observational. and confronts transactions, and
mental, capable of supportive evaluative illogical thinking ego states
unconditional posi- and irresponsibility
2. Interprets resis- five regard 2. Provides expe- 2. Analyzes goals. 2. Rejects illogical 2. Provides expe- •
tances and un- 2. Ability to com- rience via verbal directs strategies. thinking and rience via verbal
conscious material municate above and nonverbal evaluates, pro- irresponsible and nonverbal
games vides positive behavior games




3. No contracts 3. No contracts 3. No-contracts 3. Explicit contracts 3. Explicit contracts 3. Bxplicft contract^/’
Domain Affective/Cognitive Affective Affective Behavioral Cognitive/Behavioral Affective-Cognitive/
Behavioral *




1. Individual is responsible
for his own addiction
1. Because of mans status
in society, racism and
oppression he turns to
drugs (alcohol)
1. Neurosis stems from
inner emotional and
physical pain
2. Behavior is considered
deviant
2. Man has a higher self
3. Ones culture is like a
class, which teaches under¬
standing of human needs
4. Man has free will





2. Diagnosis and past
experience
3. Identify influences that
lead to addiction
1. Therapy is intended to
reinforce the clients
self-worth
2. Remove underlined con¬
ditions (1. housing
2. welfare)





2. Verbal and non-verbal
















3. Experiences past to help
clarify, identify and
support client
1. Therapist develops personal
or - a relationship with
client in a spiritual way
2. Therapist must have a higher
level of consciousness than
client
3. Therapist provides experience







There are several courses in the AUSSW curriculum that
could be/ought to be modified in the area of self-development
of the student practitioner - the primary instrument in social
work problem-solving arena. I have examined three creative
living associate courses, designed by Mr. Joseph Hampton, a
graduate of AUSSW, and discovered several possibilities.
Mr. Hampton conducts these courses/seminars at the
Atlanta Junior College. The courses represent a skills lab
for the students in social welfare.
The first course is entitled. Explorations I. This
course involves the study of social change and developing oneself
in relationship to self, society and culture. The course ob¬
jectives indicate a relationship to the AUSSW course: Human
Behavior in a Social Environment.
The second course is entitled. Self Discovery I. This
course focuses on the development of self-awareness and creative
problem solving. This course specifically touches base with
self-help and inner exploration of the professional self. The
objectives indicate a relationship to the Practicum Skills De¬
velopment Laboratory at AUSSW.
The third course is entitled. Toward a New Age Man:
Positive Self Imaging II. This course would addresses the need
for an indepth study of the inner self. The need for self-
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awareness is vital, and this course would provide a comprehensive
educational experience. This course accomplishes the same plus
more objectives of the discontinued colloquium. For further de¬
tails on each course outline, see Appendix B.
FOOTNOTES
^Dr. Donald Curtis, Human Problems and How to Solve Them,
(California: Wilshire Book Company, 1974) pp. 109-114.
2
Helen Harris Perlman, Social Case Work-A Problem-Solving







L. Luborsky, New Directions in Research on Neurotic and
Psychosomatic Symptoms, (American Scientist 1970), pp. 661-68.
^H. H. Strupp, Specific vs. Non-Specific Factors in Psy-
chotherapy and the Problem of Control, (New York: Emerson Hall,
1970), pp. 393-401.
^W. Glasser, Reality Therapy: A New Approach to
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Anthony Norvell, Metaphysics; New Dimension of the Mind,








Helen Harris Perlman, Social Casework-A Problem-Solving
Process, (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press,
1957), p. 200.
^^H. Emile Cady, Lessons in Truth, (Unity Village,
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y!.‘>u ojie. rv7iv 6ec)mi/i^ a paniJi of. a. mxdi. pnayieA^h/e. idea fon. imnh. in. ihe anea
of cuddUdULonA. Oua. pyiognam iA finai and fonerrooi an expendence in inanApenAonoL
on. pdych>-ApiniJjuaJ. jeducaiinn. In. oun. ufonk henef id. in ike nonm naihen. ikon ike
excepidnn. ikaut ike wkoie penAon iA kepi in oun. kd^hini conAidenaiion, i Oun.
iA io w>nh fan. ike ouiwand ex.pneAAdtn of oJLL ike naiunal. iadeniA and Ainen^dkA of
eack penAon. ikai ira^ be uAed in inanAcend ike panidculan. Aei of adddcid'tnA evideni.
ai ikiA iime.
ihdnd-^an. iA an educaid’>nai pnonnam pan excedlence, /U membenA we find
ikai condinmuA Zeanndng. akyui ounAelveA iA a muAi, you midd find nan^ opponiund-
idsA in kedp oikenA oa yiyu kelp ^ukAelf, leaching, life AkiddA bg. example iA boAic
io aid oun w>nK
Being. inanApenAonal in naijune, Ikind-^an Muiinedg ieackeA nelaxaid^n. and
mediiaiiori oa a boAic. modadiig fyn rmne inienAive monk, BOAi AeAAionA include
Aome aciiviig fon ieacking AincAA coninolf aciivaidon. of cneaidve AinengikA, and
inanAfoniraiian. ihnougk poAlidve Aelf inaging.
fl'oAi yf all, t/ie wyuld like iy welcyme gyu iy a ikai iA dedicaied iy
AendyuA wynh in ike anea yf oddicidynA, We expeci eack penAon iy appnyack kcA
deAignaied iodkA wiik hdgk negand fyn hiA ywn ialeniA and <^eaiiviig oa wedl oa
neApynd iy ike genenal Auppyni and needA yf ike ieam. fnygnam AckeduleA, fynrrai^,
pnyiycalA, eic., one ny/maldg develyped bg ike gnyup oa a wkyle, bui. one flexible
enyugk iy penjnLt gyun individualiig iy inulg expneAA idnelf fyn ike benefii yf uA
aid DiAcdpline, neApynAibdddtg fyn one own. bekavLyn, ^iice and fainneAA iy
oikenA, lyve and muiual Auppyni one in yun pnygnam ike expecied aiiiiude and pen-
fynrrance of eack memben. ^ck memben iA Aeen oa a vidal oynnenAiyne ikai can, wiik
hdgk and excellent penfynnan.ce,
iiaiing adddcidve-fnee Idving,
make ii pyAAihle iy inulg neack oun goal of facid-
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Upi>rt erutrUmeivt bij. ike. ^yaientiiJjc. pyi7Q^iam inie/ii'ervtLc?n be^Xivi,
^ch. peAd7n la i.7 be given, a ihamugh medlcaJ. aaaedameni, njudLnJUJUtn. oAaeaameni,
pagchixvbiLc aaaeaamenif pimiiy. and a:7claJL adaeaamervt, liaaiaianjee la i^) be given,
in iknde ojieoA of. rroai iimediaie cnncenn. auch aa need fnn. deioxipjcailnn^ diving
OAnang^emenia, famLig. pnibLeiMf financiaJ. pnnblemAf eic, Inienvieming. la in be
dUiecied ai b/unglng. Inin uae aa mmg of. ike VPf^a ainengiha in. addeviailng. ikeae
CLfteoa of concenn. miik uiilnaie fycua upon ikeae efftnia naklng. li mnne pfoaikie
fan ike 1^ ia^din. caninoL oven ike aubaiance of addlciian, ^f^nd la iy be node
in fatlaw aa cMraeiy. aa poaaihte ike aiandandi^ed pnocedunea fyn:
/; ^mengencg PiedlcaJL (one
/t In’-paileni
B. Oui-pailend Deiaxlfixaiian Tieglmen. (l^edixal)
Q, Social. Deiaxlflcaiion liegimen (nm~medlcaJ. on ■Limlied medicaJ.)
2, ^enenai tf/edixal (one
A. fl'tedicat i^^eaameni. bg learn
B, Huinidiyn tXaaeaameni.
Q, TkgaLcai FUbneaa >Ua&iameni
St foalilve Self-lrraging.
A, Qieailve (onfnyrvbiHyn (IndividvaJ. and ^naup^)
B. foaliive Seif-liraging/Alcokoilca thangmyua ^naup6
Q, tMvanced Ineaimeni Qnaupa
Upon ennylimenif eack penaon la aaalgned a fniimng Wonhen who la io inaune ihai
a pnopen necond of acilviilea la nxxlnialned. Ihia penaon la aJao io aaalai ike Iff
in. aelecilng. ike Zevel of ike fnygnam (l, 11, on 111) ihai ke la moai neadg iy pan.--
ilclpaie In, ^ck of ikeae levela la pnygneaalve wlik ike beginning, one designed
io-tomk veng cLyaeig wiik ike Iff iy bning. abyui voluniang oymmlimeni iy rrahe ad-
vancea inio oiken aneaa of ike pnygnam,
^ck caae la iy be aidffed bg Aff membena. aa aoyn aa poaaihie In onden iy
Inaune ihai gyai. plana one cympnekenaive and wonhable.
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^ch Ipp ia ^eZed one. of. ike moduLea fon. fuA wonh Ln ike pAngAom and natj.
m>ve iknough ikem aa (quickly, oa kia p/ioceAA vxuumvbd,
/Module 1; Qveaiijue (pn-fApniniion ' '
JkiA rroduLe la deAiyjned io kelp ike peAAon is> rrake a finm corrmUmeni ii>
oveACome kia panticitlaji addiciJjonfA), JkLd inxUvdeA a pnaceoA of ideniJifLcaiix>nf ^ .
► • j<
necoyndionf and accepianne ihai one had a paAHjcuZan Aei: of dLffLculdJueA, /^c-
ijb/iiJjeA in. ikia phade inelude medicaJ. odAedAmendf nuiAidinn OAACAAmenif phyaixaU.
fiinjeaA adAeoAmenif AociaJL and fwniJLy. oAAeAAmenif pdyckiaijiLc. oAAeAAmenif in-pad-
iend and oud-paiJbend deioxifdcaiiont ikeae effynda one yeaned do oAAiAi ike VFP
io Aee kumedf in a none podidive mannen and do begin do build ike ddnengika and
inAigkid neceddany fon higken Zeveid on /uecoveny, ike IW and hid famidy. pandir-
cipaded in a vaniedy of ynoup and individvad acdh/idLed aimed ad incneoding hid
educadion aboud himaeif and hid ouden diiuaiiond, ihede acdh/idied inxdude /le-
iaxaiion/mediiadiyn dminingf adookoZ educadion, conmunidy nedounae educadion,
ad wedi ad iAoining indo ike meaning, and pmgAomd of AicohoZicd ihonymoud, Duning
ihid peniod, dpeciad addendion id paid do ike pkydixad condidion of ike pendon,
^mphodid id placed upon ike pendon beginning, do ude hid cneadb/e abidiiied fon
boik pmblein-dolving. and pnoducdive db/ing. ad neplacemend of ike fonmen addicdive
bekavioM,
fihdule 11: d.tdiiive Self trraging.
Ihid mdule begind when ike pendon naked a finm ctnmidmend do hindelf
and io begin none deni-pud monk upon hid addiciion^ The pend.on begind io ex¬
pedience a dydierraiic. pnoynam ofdelf ojmnenedd dedigned do pnovide ike educaiional
backgnound fon none advaneed inienvendion, Tke Tendon nay enden one on boik of
duo diffenend appnoacked io ihid inaining: • ' •_
/^. Qoopenadion wiikoud i^ffiiiadion Alcoholicd t^onymoud anoupo
ihai one openaied acconding io ike Twelve Siepo. pend on
nay aiiend ikede neyulaniy dckeduled meeiingd uniJui ke id
neady do move btdo none yenenali^ed monk '
B. Todiiive Self Inaging (jnoupi ihai. one compoded of foun (U)
phaded:
Thade 1: Seif ihxinenedd
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SeA^ii^rt 2 InJUioJ. ^yxL fbanning.
(^etUaiL^n ■>
- i\A^eA4mervi
fhaae II: Advanced ^aai flanrUng,
SeMian 3 ^aoJL TIana
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fidACAAmeni
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fhoAe IV: tiAACAAmeni (Apeciflc yenenal)
Fndule 111: tMvanced
U
IIiLa mydule Ia deAiyned ly pnyvide myne yenenal educalLyn in iJb/iny^
Special pmyynamA one cneoied iy meei ike idenlLpied needA af. ike Iff, fe/iAynA
Aeackiny a inaxlLUjynal "apten-cane" aIoIua one pillowed up by ikiA pnyymm oIa^
wilk a AyAierraUjc Achedule acUviHeA lhal aim ai kiA enny-Umenl in ike nal-
uAol caamuniiy AeAAun/ceA Auck oa neiykb:7/ikiy'jd ckunckeA on A.A, ynnupA.
fniygAom liAACAAmeni. and ^yalualijyn
fneAenily owi pnimany myduA of. aAAeAAiny effecllvencAA Ia boAed upon Ike
deynee of Aob/viely Ike penAon ailainA, i.,e., Ike numben of dayA on weekA of nyn-
addLcled iiviny venAuA numken of dayA a week of addicted hviny.
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Thia day shall be the beat of my life. Today I will
start with a new determination to dedicate my devotion
forever at the feet of omnipreaenae.
Paramahanaa Yogananda
General Course Objectives
The general goals of this course are to:
1. Explore the nature and character of social change,
2. Orient each person toward reviewing himself, his society,
and culture.
3. Explore the consequence in increasing organization,
technology, and bureaucratic complexity upon intra-personal,
inter-personal, and inter-group behavior.
This course will seek to cover these ideas from a variety of ways
(class room discussion,, demonstrations, individual and group exercises
and activities, etc.) with the aim of facilitating a personalized learning
program that is both experiential and didactic. Each person will be pro¬
vided with the opportunity to explore these issues from his own vantage
point so that he may bring into the sessions his own talent, knowledge,
and skill.
Course Requirements
Book: Reality Games, 5aville Sax and Sandra Hollander, Popular Library,
New Yorirrw2r—
Each student will be requested to develop a project related to one of the
topics in this outline as part of the course to be completed prior to the
end of the course. The instructor will be available for help in the
selection and preparation of these activities. After each module each
student will be requested to complete a Self Profile that will confirm
his knowledge as demonstrated by this exercise. Each student will receive





Grading will be developed for each person from the Self Profiles that
will include the Special Project.
Course Outline
MODULE I
Parts 1 and 2: The Nature of Social Change: A personalized
perspective.
Suggested Reading:
All Our Kin; Strategies For Survival In A Black Community, Carol B. Stack,
Harper and Row, Pulbishers, New York, 19)5.
The Death of the Family, David Cooper, Vintage Books, New York, 1971.
MODULE II
Part 3: The Effects of Mass Media — Definition of Mass Media
Suggested Reading:
Media Sexploitation, Wilson Bryan Key, Signet Books, New York, 1977.
MODULE III
Part 4: Conflict in the Class Room
Suggested Reading:
Conflict in the Class Room, edited by Nicholas J. Long, William C. Morse,
Ruth G. Newman, WadswortFpublishing Company, Inc., Belmont, Califonnia, 1971.
MODULE IV
Par'ts 5 and 6: The Consequences of Modern Technology and Bureaucratic
Organization.
Suggested Reading:





When you find that yoiop aoulj your hearty every
wisp of inspiration, every speck of the vast blue
sky and its shining star-blossoms, the mountains, the
earth, the whippoorwill, and the bluebells are all tied
together with one cord or rhythm, one cord of joy, one
cord of unity, one cord of Spirit, then you shall know
that all are but waves in Bis cosmic seao
Paramahansa Yogananda
This course is the first of a series in the Creative Living Program.
Introductory in nature, it is designed to provide each participant the
opportunity to explore the use of positive, practical problem resolution
with the mobilization of his own latent creativity and natural talents.
^Attitudes and value orientation (cultural and individual)are thoroughly
explored in the context of each person's individual situation and lifestyle.
In a systematic step by step fashion, each person is encouraged to discover
himself and to develop realistic, attainable goals that will reinforce
positive self imaging and self reliance.
Emphasis is upon each person beginning the serious search for answers to
the following questions:
1. Who Am I?
2. Can I be the person I want to be?
3. Can people change?
4. What is n\y master plan?
5. -Can I do what I want to do?
Course Description
I
This course is designed to introduce persons of the helping professions
to the systematic investigation of self awareness and creative problem
solving both didactically and experientially. Each person is urged to gain
a true picture of himself in relation to his strengths ^^nd deficits with
the goal of overcoming the obstacles that are interfering with the success¬





1. To develop a positive appreciation of the uniqueness and strengths
of each person.
2. To help each person to develop skills in positive mental focus
upon preferred goals.
3. To assist each person to develop clear, concise, and attainable
goals,
4. To identify and use latent talents and skills.
5. To demonstrate methods for tapping and using the creative levels
of awareness for insight and energy.
Learning Theory
The learning theory used in this course is based upon principles of
self help and inner exploration through the use of academic and experiential
exercises. Role playing, group discussion, and individualized assignments
are thoroughly integrated with analytical and projective instruments
designed to act as "mappings" for further development and growth. Methods
include illustrations, group recordings, tape presentations, written
assignments, and individual conferences, if requested.
Course Requirements
Each person will be asked to complete the following assignments.
1. Self Assessment Survey
2. Twenty four (24) hour Self Awareness Survey
3. Self Satisfaction Quotient
4. Master Goal Plan
5. Self Portrait
Required Readings
20 Minutes a Day To a More Powerful Intelligence, Arbie M. Dale, Ph.D. and
Leida. Snow, Playboy Press, Chicago, 1977.
Meida Sexploitation. Wilson Bryon Key, Signet Books, New York, 1977.
Course Content Outline
Phase 1; Introduction and Problem Indent!fication
Part I: "You Can Be The Person You Want to Be."
A. Intruduction and Purpose
: B. Planned Program
Self Discovery I
Page 3 511,Self Assessment Survey
2o Exercise in creative exploration
C. Assessment
Suggested readings:
TM-Discoverinq Inner Energy and Overcoming Stress» Harold Bloomfield, et al
Dell Publishing Co., Inc., New Vork, 1^75. ^
The Relaxation Response, Herbert Benson, et al, Avon Publishers, New York,
mr,— —
The Body Reveals, John C. Lilly, M.D., Bantam Books, New York, 1977.
Part II. "People Can Change!"A.Introduction and Purpose
"B. Planned Program
1, Self Awareness Survey
^ 2. Exercises in Creative Potentials
C. Assessment
Suggested readings:
Self Hypnotism-The Technique and Its Use In Daily Living, Leslie M. LeCron
Signet Books, New York, 197o.
When I Say No, I Feel Guilty, Manuel J. Smith, Bantam Books, New York, 1975
Reality Games, Saville Sax and Sandra Hollander. Popular Library, New
York, I9y2.
Part III. A Master Plan
A. Introduction and Purpose
B. -planned Program
1. Self Satisfaction Quotient
2. Initial and Interm^iate Goal Planning
3. Exercise in Creative Problem-solving
C. Assessment
Suggested readings:
Bio-Rhythm—A Personal Science,Bernard Gittelson, Warner Books. New York.
T577r^
The Art of Real Happiness, Norman Vincent Peale, Fawcett Publications, Inc.
Greenwich, Conn., 1956. ^*




Creative Intimacy--How To Break The Patterns That Poison Your Relationships,
Dr. Jerry Greenwald, Pyramid Books, New York, 1977,
How To Be Loved. W.W. Broadbent, M.D., Warner Books, New York, 1977.
Phase II: Evaluation and Goal PUnning.
Part I: "You Can Do What You Want To Do!"
A. Introduction and Purpose
B. Planned Program
1, Self Portrait
2, Advanced Goal Planning
3, Exercises in Creative Alternatives
C. Assessment (Specific and Over-all)
Suggested readings:
The Courage to Create.Rollo May, Bantam Books, New York, 1976,
Mind Games—The Games of Inner Space, Robert Masters and Jean Houston, Dell
Publishing Co., Nw York, 1972.
The Power is You, Alfreda Oliver, Fawcett Publications, Greenwich Conn., 1976.




Toward a Mew Age flan: Positive
Self Imagining II
In the hall of creation, 0 Dioine mother,
Eoeryuhere I hear the rhythm of thy footetepe,
dancing, wildly in the booming thimder and
softly in the song of atoms
Paramahana Yogananda
The purpose of this course Is to make a more In depth study Into that
being known as MAN. Exploration Is made Into the universal laws upon which
he appears to function with emphasis upon developing working definition that
foster positive, open-ended knowledge. Each person will be confronted with
the Ideas:
A. Fourth dimensional Man - physical, social, psychological
and spiritual being
B. Transcendental Existence - Balance between the conscious and
the unconscious
C. Complexes - The repression of pain
D. Higher consciousness versus self actualization
E. Self Mastery - The key to happiness
Suggested Reading: (see CLA reading list)
Course Expectation:
Course Description





































TODAY is my DayI
Today is the day I put aside all that
worried or upset me yesterday.
TODAY is the day I say no to any thought,
and feeling or any remembrance of past
hurt or disappointment.
TODAY is the day I say yes to life!
Today is the day I see that I can do
more, be more, live more.
TODAY is the day I know that neither my
Happiness nor my success depend on
any person, place or thing.
TODAY is the day I see in myself all the
qualities I need to be happy, and to be ful-
fulled, to be successful in all that I will
undertake.
TODAY my world is fresh and new!
Today I am filled with self confidence,
with the assurance that I am the master
of my life.
TODAY I set about to accomplish Great
Things, to live up to the high
expectations I have set for myself.
TODAY I will succeed for God is with me
and His spirit in me is my inspiration
and my capability.
TODAY is My Day!
Thank You FATHER, Thank You
FATHER. Thank You Father.
And So It Is!
Hillside Chape. & Truth Center
2450 Cascade Road, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30311
Church Office Phone 758-6811




Underlying this program is a set of principles or working definitions
based upon the most up-to-date information we have found to have evolved
in the helping professions, metaphsysics and the Black Experience. Our
program represents a synthesizing of many different men such as C.J, Jung,
Maslow, Assagiola, L. Ron Hubbard, Ken Keyes, Paramahansa Yogananda, F.T,
Davis, F.D. Harper, etc. These men in composite seem to be asserting
th^t:
1. Man is far more complex than has been previously admitted in the
relationships he has with his fillow men and the universe as a
whole.
2. Man has both a concious and an unconscious side that are both a
reflection of a higher intelligence.
3. Man has experiences that are basically subjective and unique to
each person with thought being the unifying principal of all ideas
and actions,
4. Man has a higher self that is very seldom, if ever, experienced
yet it is influential in activities percieved and experienced by
the lower "I" or Self,
5. That ego is an illusion or reflection of conscious and unconscious
learning by the lower "I" or self that may be transcended and used
for the self rather than reinforce or strengthened in terms of its
defenses which when operational prevent further learning.
These ideas, which may at first appear quite radical to the initiate,
become guide pasts to advanced learning. They move one beyond seeing man
as a mere physical, mechanical being that is helpless in the hands of fate.
One begins to consider the possible existence of powers here-to-fore believed
to be existent only by mystics and seers of the past. The person is con-
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fronted with the possibilities that his life, even his troubles, have
a purpose, a higher purpose in the scheme of living that-includes all
creatures in the world, the universe.
Today there appears to even scientific corrobaration just around the
corner for ideas long given over to metaphysics. And in the true sense
of the scientist, we exclude only those ideas that do not appear to work.
The program is designed to base action and program upon activities tried
and tested to work in a predictable fashion to produce a desired result.
This methdology is truly eclectic in its use of any principle, irrespective
of source, that may benefit a participant.
The TET program is therefore based upon a phenomenological approach
that strives to remain pragmatic yet open to new thoughts and ideas. Effort
is made to adjust to the needs of the person rather than vice versa.
The essence of the program may be called transpersonal or psycho-
spiritual because of its emphasis upon both the person and his inter¬
connectedness with his fellow men and the world in which he lives. Persons
are encouraged to recognize and begin using the powers within their
control for bettering their own condition or to increase the benevolence
received from others.
relaxation and meditation are therefore quite natural tools for
initiating this process of inner and outer awareness since they readily
emphasize the strengths within the person. From this point many avenues
may be chosen; some physical, psychological, or mental. Many routes are
thus available to the person depending upon his preference and natural
inclination with limits being only in the sources of knowledge available.
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In keeping with this philosophy, there is a storehouse of services
available to the discerning person seeking higher self awareness or
consciousness.
LIST OF RESOURCES
Association of Creative Thought
8 Riviera Road, Killarney, Houghton
Church and School of Christian Philosophy




Hillside Chapel and Truth Center
2450 Cascade Road (Bookstore)
Atlanta, Georgia 30311
Institute de Psychosynthese (Spirituelle (L)
Villa LePhare, Ave. France
International New Thought Alliance (INTA)
7314 East Stetson Drive
Scottsdale, Arizona 85251
Love Circle Truth Center
2333 Venetian Drive, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30311
Metaphysical Library
150 Powell Street, Room 408
San Francisco, California 94102
New Thought - A quarterly devoted to constructive thinking
Religious Science Practitioner
P. 0. Box 554, Apache Junction
Arizona 80220
School of Truth







Route 2, Welsh Coulee
Lacrosse, Wisconsin 54601
Unity School of Christianity
Unity Village, Missouri 64065
UNITY CASSETTE ORDER FORM
This order form gives a brief description of the programs offered. To order, mark the quantities of cassettes you wish to
receive to the left of the titles. Then fill out the order form at the bottom of the page.
ANGUS, ROBERT
“What a Wonderful World!” Album
You will hear many familiar and inspiring
vocal selections on this cassette by tenor Robert
Angus, such as, “1 Believe,” and “You’ll
Never Walk Alone.” And, because Mr. Angus
is director of music at Unity of the Infinite
Presence in Detroit, and a composer, some of
the selections feature his original lyrics. You
will find this cassette enjoyable and uplifting.
“What a Wonderful World!” $5
ARNDT, KAY and
MILLER, GEORGE J.
Dynamics of Healing and Healing for
Others Aibum
Dynamics ofHealing and Heating for Others
are two teaching cassette tapes that deliver the
healing message with simplicity and clarity.
You will gain an understanding of how healing
principles work which will help you in affirm¬
ing the natural state of health for yourself and
others. The meditations let you put into prac¬
tical action the ideas expressed in the lessons.
Set of two cassette tapes in an attractive
orange-and-white storage album.
___Dynam!cs of Healing and Healing for
Others Album $9
The Challenge of Loneliness and Meditation
on Loneliness
Loneliness is not just being alohe. It is an
empty feeling caused by a longing for your true
selL The message and meditations recorded on
this cassette tape will help you find your true
self, or Christ self, which in turn will dissolve
negative feelings regarding your security, your
worthiness, and your abilities.
Th» Challenge of Loneliness and
Medllalion on Loneliness S4
BACH, MARCUS
Marcus Bach has spent his adult life travel¬
ing, studying, seeking, and learning about the
religions of the world. Always his illustrations
and observations help you to “fed” and un¬
derstand the remarkable way that the presence
and power of Spirit works in the lives of people
of all races and backgrounds—all over the
world. On these cassette tapes Or. Bach shares
his most moving experiences and thoughts with
you on a wide variety of subjects.
No. 1 S4
Side I The Wrong Side ofRight and This Thing
Called Chance. Developing one’s inner eye to
see the right side of things and people.
"te 2 / Heard a Forest Singing and The Feed-
^ard Formula. How a scientist gained a
metaphysical sense of wonder from his ex¬
periments with plant life. Also, a formula that
can help you restore your will to live.
No. 2 $4
Side - - - - • ■ "
standina and use of oraver.
Side 2 Youth Has Its Say. How to close the gap
between generations and find a deeper spiritual
understanding with one another.
No. 3 S4
Side 1 and Side 2 Techniques for Daily Living.
Effective ideas for making each day an adven¬
ture.
No. 4 $4
Side 1 Creative Insight. Guiding principles that
have governed the lives of creative individuals,
and in turn can help you discover your creative
inner resources.
Side 2 The Magic in Your Life. How you are
the magician in your own life.
No. 5 $4
Side 1 and Side 2 The Over-Church and Ex¬
ploring the Over-Church. Discover Dr. Bach’s
new concept which relates to man’s emerging
awareness of the universal spirit in all life.
No. 6.. $4
Side 1 How Unity Works. Bach discusses the
Unity phenomenon.
Side 2 Prosperity Thoughts. Learn how to
reverse the “old” thinking about money.
No. 7 $4
Side 1 and Side 2 Let Life Be Like This. The
speaker shares his most precious experiences.
No. 8 $4
Side I What’s Right with the World: The
Bridge. This lesson will help you perceive the
beauty of life.
Side 2 What’s Right with the World: The
Lens. Inspiring story about how one of Dr.
Bach’s friends learned to develop his inner lens
in order to feel a rightness with the world.
No. 9 $4
Side 1 and Side 2 Yoga. Fascinating discussion
of the spiritual significance of Yoga. How it
compares to Christian practices.
10 $4
Side I and Side 2 Reincarnation. Examination
of one of mankind’s most intriguing spiritual
themes—the mystical concept of reincarnation.
BOLAND, JACK
Prosperity Album
A cassette program, prepared by a Unity
minister, that explores all types of pros¬
perity-success, money, health, friends, joy,
love, and kindness. Each of the twelve cassette
tapes is approximately twenty-two minutes per





How do these three subjects fit together and
why is understanding them vital to our spiritual
unfoldment? Come along with Jack Boland
and share in this exciting journey in spiritual
adventure and expanding consciousness. This
series has three cassettes filled with stimulating





Unity minister Jack Boland describes his
system for overcoming alcoholism, which com¬
bines Unity teachings with the principles used
in the Alcoholics Anonymous program. This
system can also be applied to effectively
eliminate other unwanted behavior patterns. A
protective case holds this three-cassette series
which was recorded at a Unity Village U.l.C.E.
session.
Unity and Alcoholism $12
BUTTERWORTH, ERIC
Gain increased insight into your ability to at¬
tain health, prosperity, and better human rela¬
tionships with Eric Butterworth’s cassette
series. This popular Unity minister, author,
and speaker has compiled lessons dealing with
such topics^as decision-making, spiritual heal¬
ing, liberation, and other practical themes.
Each tape contains two enjoyable and
thought-provoking lessons. (May be ordered as
a set or individually.)
No. I .' $4
Side 1 Your Possible Dream. How your dreams
can be veritable blueprints of accomplishments
as you discover your inner potential.
Side 2 Hovii,Never to Make a Decision. Learn
how to make a decision without its making
you.
No. 2 $4
Side 1 How to Get Rid of Your Crutches. Free
yourself from overdependency on people, old
ways of thinking, and stimulants.
Side 2 Spiritual Healing Made Practical. How
you can be fed to healing by grasping the idea
that you are a spiritual being.
——No. 3 $4
Side I The Divine Feminine (A New Insight}.
How to release your divine feminine to find a
new, answer in more peacefui relations and
liberation for all.
Side 2 The Wisdom to Believe the Heart. Ideas
on how we must discover the depths of our in¬
ner nature through prayer and meditation in
order to beljeve the wisdom of the heart.
■ No. 4.
Side 1 New Insight into Prayer. A new dimen¬
sion added to the concept of prayer that will
help you develop a better understanding of
your relationship with God.
Side 2 Thei Truth about Money. Interesting
lesson that l^elps you attain a true insight into
the meaning of money in your life.
No. 5
Side 1 Rediscovery of Fire. Rediscover the fire
of love within your heart in order to solve rela¬
tionship problems peacefully and harmoni¬
ously.
Side 2 It qpmes to Pass. A tremendouslyhelpful talk on understanding the continuity of
your life. Learn how experiences do not come
to stay, but come to pass!
Eckharl, Emerson, Thoreau, and Unity Album
A study of the philosophical foundations of
the Unity Movement, as presented by Eric
Butterworth.
^p^ou can develop an understanding of the
I lundwork which led Charles Fillmore in his
\iiinking and became the basis for Unity pre¬
cepts. Hear the ideas of these great creative
thinkers compared and explained.-
The three cassette tapes are hbused in an
attractive storage album.
RrLhart. EmersoOi Thoreau, and Unity
Album $12
The Art of Living Creatively Album
Stop seeing impossibilities. Start living life to
its fullest with the help of the practical guide¬
lines, exercise in self-reflection, and prayer
period in Eric Butterworth’s netyest cassette
series. This series contains three cassette tapes
packaged in an attractive turquoise storage
album.
I ___The Art of Living Creatively
Album $12
The Master Formula for Demonstration
The law of metaphysical demqnstration is
explained in depth by Eric Butterworth who
has been a Unity minister for thirty years. Mr.
Butterworth teaches that we are individualized
I expressions of God and therefore hre endowed
with infinite possibilities. This excellent three-
cassette series comes in a protective storage
album. ‘‘
The Master Formula for
Demonstration $12
I FISCHER, WILLIAM L.
The Master Craft of Living Album
Start living a more creative and J'masterful”
life through the use of the practical guidelines,
based on the teachings of the Master, presented
in this six-cassette album. Learn through listen¬
ing about relaxation, forgiveness, healing, re¬
pentance, happiness, courage, marriage, calm¬
ness, love, victory, prosperity, and prayer. A
storage album is provided for your conve¬
nience.
___The Master Craft of Living
Album ( $25
I
The Teachings of Charles Fillmore Album
If you have wanted to know more about the
ideas of Charles Fillmore you will be'interested in
this unique collection of his thoughts and con¬
cepts. Many of these verbatim commentaries are
answers to simple, direct questions and are not
currently available in print. These teachings are
recorded by William L. Fischer on two cassettes.
(Storage album included.)
ft** Teachings of Charles
Fillmore .' $9
FREEMAN, JAMES DILLET
at God Is Like
Recorded live at a Unity Village Retreat, this
popular cassette lets you have a front-row seat
at one of James Dillet Freeman’s moving
poetry readings. Feel closer to God—experi¬
ence the wonder of life—gain fresh insight into
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the spiritual nature of poetry in a listening
experience that will warm and move you.
—What God Is Like $4
GIUDICI, FRANK
Love Yourself to Wholeness Album
Through a workshop style presentation, you
can study the four areas in which you can
develop a better understanding of your¬
self—your physical, intellectual, emotional,
and spiritual self. As you become a better you,
you will begin to love and appreciate yourself
as well as others. This valuable study guide,
recorded by an instructor in Unity’s School for
Ministerial and Religious Studies, is on two
cassettes, stored in an attractive beige album.
___Love Yourself to Wholeness
Album $9
GIUDICI, MARTHA
The World of Meditation Album
The purpose of this series is to bring the idea
of meditation out from the shadows of mystery
into the light of inner realization. Develop your
own meditative practices through step-by-step
instruction from a “teacher of teachers.”
Three cassette tapes in a handsome maroon
storage album.
—The World of Meditation
Album $12
GREEN, ELMER & ALYCE
Interview with Elmer and Alyce Green
Explore the relationship of biofeedback to
the teachings of Charles and Myrtle Fillmore as
developed by Elmer and Alyce Green. Associ¬
ated with the Menninger Clinic in the field of
biofeedback research and treatment, the
Greens are well qualified to speak about ex¬
citing new prospects in healing methods. The
single cassette interview is narrated by J.'Sig
Paulson.







Dynamics of Success Album
Self-understanding is the first step in any
program of self-development. You are led
through an examination of your thinking on
such subjects as guilt, fear, changes, and
forgiveness as part of your step forward to suc¬
cessful living.
Dynamics of Success discusses such things as
goal setting, human relations, personality, use
of the mind, and how to get things done. This
cassette series will provide you with life¬
changing ideas and motivation.
The six cassettes are contained in a hand¬
some storage album.
Dynamics of Success Album $25
PAULSON, J, SIG and
DICKERSON, RICHARD J.
Two albums of three cassettes each were
recorded by J. Sig Paulson, former minister of
Unity Village Chapel, and Richard J. Dicker-
son, neu^panatomist and teacher at the
Missouri University Medical School. They use
a dialogue, approach and look at the subjects
from different aspects, Paulson from the
spiritual and Dickerson from the scientific. The
result is a unique and invaluable blend of
religious and scientific ideas.
The Lord’s Prayer—Secret Key to
Meditation Album $12
.Tbe lyilracle of Creative Meditation
Album SJ2
PAULSON, J. SIG and
ERRICO, ROCCO A.
The Bible Comes Alive Album
If you have asked yourself such questions as:
“What is man? What is his soul? How did
Jesus feel about man? What is heaven? What is
hell? What is I AM?”—then this three-cassette
series will be a great listening and learning ex¬
perience. (An attractive wedgewood green
storage album is included.)
__The Bible Comes Alive Album $12
I
PRIVETTE, MARI
The Lillie Green Dragon
The adventures of The Little Green Dragon,
which originally appeared in fPee Wisdom
magazine, is a delightful gift for children. This
character-building story will help a child devel¬
op self-esteem and self-confidence. At the same
time that he is being entertained, he will be
guided intp a growing faith in his ability to suc¬
ceed. ;
Thp Little Green Dragon $4
RABEL; ED
A Healing, Consciousness
A one-cassette message that will help you
develop a true healing consciousness by
increasing your awareness of these attributes:
belief, love; faith, willingness, and forgiveness.
4 Healing Consciousness $4
I
Metaphysic’s of the Sermon on the Mount
Album
An interesting and thought-provoking inter¬
pretation of the teachings of Jesus Christ as
presented in the Sermon on the Mount.
The spiritual growth afforded in the lessons
on this thriee-cassette series will be a rewarding
experience mentally, emotionally, and physi¬
cally. The cassettes are contained in an attrac¬
tive green storage album.
Metaphysics of the Sermon on the Mount
Album $12
Six interpretive Bible Lessons
This enlightening new viewpoint on the Bible
will help you understand why the teachings of
Jesus Christ are so practical and helpful. These




No. 1 ' $4
I Side I .4m / My Brother's Keeper? Eye-open¬
ing discussion of the ambivalent answer to this
question.
^'de 2 Children in the Market Place. Insight in-
I \he area of give and take transactions in
' ..man relationships.
No. 2 $4
Side 1 Cleansing the Temple. Interesting inter¬
pretation of the documented events of Jesus’
behavior.
Side 2 If Thine Eye Be Single. Helpful discus¬
sion for those who wish to set themselves free
from illusions that make them unhappy.
No. 3 $4
Side 1 The Bittersweet Truth. Powerful lesson
on one of the most difficult books of the
Bible—Revelation.
Side 2 Spiritual Goals. Learn how to set goals
for yourself in order to attain a higher level of
consciousness. ■
I The Book of Revelation Album ,
For those who wish to discover the meaning
and significance of the last book of the Bible,
there are these twelve clear and stimulating
lessons by the noted Unity Bible interpreter, Ed
Rabel.
This series is made up of six cassettes, with
twenty-nine pages of Bible quotations included
to help you follow along with the instructor.
The cassettes and printed material come in a
handsome album for easy storage.
__The Book of Revelation
Album $25
The Twelve Powers of Man Album
The Twelve Powers ofMan is a comprehensive
study based on Charles Fillmore’s book of the
same title. You will gain new understanding and
awareness of what these powers are and how they
can be used to make your life richer, fuller, and
more spiritually meaningful. The set contains six
I tapes, a pamphlet with excerpts from Charles
Fillmore’s book, plus an attractive storage
album.
__The Twelve Powers of Man
Album $25
RANKIN, JOHN
The Mysticism of Emma Curtis Hopkins
Album
Understanding the metaphysical teachings of
Emma Curtis Hopkins challenges the most
serious and dedicated Truth students. But John
Rankin explains her vital concepts in under¬
standable terms and in practical application.
This six-cassette series comes with a reference
outline. The cassettes and written material are
housed in an attractive green storage album.
' Thi. Mysticism of
Emma Curtis Hopkins. $25
RHEA, RALPH
iggets of Gold
Numerous helpful concepts are covered in
this collection of free-verse thoughts by Ralph
Rhea, co-director of the Unity Radio/Televi¬
sion Department. Set against a musical
background of guitar and flute, Mr. Rhea’s
readings provide refreshing insights for daily
living. The thirty-eight minute cassette comes
in a gold storage album.
Nuggets of Gold $5
RHEA, ROSEMARY FILLMORE
The Word
Unity’s brief but powerful program “The
Word” is brought home to you through the
uplifting and encouraging words that are
broadcast on hundreds of radio stations




My Search for the Disciples
The story of a Unity minister’s search for
models used in her series of paintings of Jesus
and the twelve disciples. Her intensive Bible
study and research, plus many hours at the
camera and easel, led her to achieve her
unusual and dramatic photographic portraits.
Included are full-color reproductions of the
original photo-paintings which you will want to
view while li.stening to her inspirational talk.
Portraits are on quality paper, S'/r x 11 inches,
and are suitable for framing.
Mv Search for the Disciples $7
ROTH, CHARLES
Life
Charles Roth tells you how to become more
self-reliant in this series of six cassettes based
on his book. Mind: The Master Power. In each
lesson you will find helpful hints on how to
develop self-mastery, told in a witty and enter¬
taining way. The six-cassette series is contained
in an attractive storage album.
Life $25
ROWLAND, MAY
Come Ye Apart Awhile
Relax, let go, and learn how to get in tune
with your inner self under the guidance of May
Rowland, former director of Silent Unity. Mrs.
Rowland leads you step by step through the
processes she used, and helped others to use
successfully, to become healthier, happier
individuals.
Tnmp Ye Apart Awhile $2.50
These Things Have I Spoken to You
May Rowland offers this source of direction
and inspiration as she gives you healing, faith¬
giving, spiritually-energizing thoughts. Dis¬
cover how this dedicated woman, who made
prayer an integral part of her life, feels about
reincarnation, forgiveness, and relaxation.




I Feel the Presence of God/It’s All Within You
Side I / Feel the Presence of God. The former
Director of Silent Unity, May Rowland, dis¬
cusses the differences that exist between think¬
ing about an affirmation and speaking an affir¬
mation. A simple but often misunderstood
technique (affirmation) is given a fresh ap¬
proach.
Side 2 Ifs AH Within You. Gain deeper in¬
sights into the wonderful power of healing as
presented by Martha Smock, editor of Daily
Word magazine. Follow the delightful and
moving discourse describing ways to let the joy
and freedom of Spirit take over in you and ex¬
press through you.







A Conversation on Reincarnation
An interview by Peter Rhea of Dr. Ian
Stevenson, a noted psychiatrist, who has ac¬
cumulated important data on this interesting
subject. Such concepts as the origin of the idea
of reincarnation, transmigration, karma, and
research methods are explored in this thought-
fui and intelligent discourse.
A Conversation on Reincarnation.... $4
TAIT, VERA DAWSON
Lessons in Truth
A twelve-cassette tape series which comes in
two convenient storage albums with written
material to assist you in your studies. Vera Tait
has served at Unity School of Christianity as
teacher, writer, lecturer, and counselor. She
uses personal experiences and examples to il¬
lustrate each of the Truth principles she
discusses.'A series that will be an invaluable aid
to your understanding of Unity terminology
and Unity principles.
Lessons in Truth (Lessons 1-6) $25
—Lessons in Truth (Lessons 7-12) $25
THIRTY FAVORITE DAILY
WORD LESSONS
A perfect complement to Daily Word
magazine,! and a unique extension of the many
uplifting thoughts that readers have indicated
are most helpful to them. A tape to share with
your friends, as you have shared Daily Word.
You will want to play them again and again to
go over a special affirmation or meditation.




A Walk Along the Way
I
A collection of original songs and medita¬
tions written and performed in a contemporary
style by David Tracy and Richard Hinners of
Unity-By-The-Side-Of-The-Road, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Two readings, “The Birth of Jesus” and
“The New Jerusalem,” are also included on
this single cassette.
.Ill A Walk Along the Way $4
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WHALEY, HAROLD B.
Carillon Music from Cniiy Village
Meditative music from the W. Rickert
"Vllmore Memorial Carillon in Unity tower,
Irformed by Harold B. Whaley. Mr. Whaley
IS director of the Library and Heritage Room at
Unity School of Christianity.
These carefully chosen selections will set the
perfect mood for your meditation time. In¬
cluded are: “Intermezzo,” “Serenade,”
“Traumeri,” “Estrellita,” “Prayer from





More wonderful carillon music by Harold B.
Whaley played on the W. Rickert Fillmore
Memorial Carillon in Unity Tower. This
cassette contains twenty-four more beloved
selections including “1 Love to Tell the Story,”
“Holy, Holy, Holy,” “Come Ye Apart
Awhile,” and many more you will recognize
and enjoy.
rorillon Music II $5
WILSON, ERNEST C.
The Master Class Lessons Album
Listen to Ernest C. Wilson, beloved Unity
minister, as he shares the great spiritual in¬
sights he has gained from his varied and inter¬
esting experiences. The six lessons in this album
will help you to look at your circumstances,
whether of prosperity, health, or happier rela¬
tionships, and deal with them constructively.
Recorded during actual class sessions at
Unity Village on six cassettes. A storage album
is provided.
The Master Class Lessons Album... $2S
Attractive, convenient storage album,
which holds ten tapes S3
(If you order 10 individual cassettes at the
same time, you receive free a handsome
storage album that provides maximum
protection for your cassettes.)
ORDER FORM
J


















This form is for your order tor Unity pamphlets, Sunday-school supplies, cards,
music, and free literature. Please write any message that you may have for us on




STATE (AND ZIP CODE)
AMOUNT
DATE ENCLOSED $
Please read your order and letter carefully before mailing.
Pamphlet Assortments
One copy of each of the pam¬
phlets, |3.00 •
30 pamphlets for $1.50
Bereavement
Another Dawn
They Shall Be Q)mforted
Traveler, The (for men)
Traveler, The (for women)
Bible
Qirist Mind, The
Kingdom of Heaven Is at Hand
Unity and the Bible
Unity’s Interpretation of the
Lord’s Prayer
Building Faith
Activity of God, 'The
Faith in God
Help Thou Mine Unbelief








Eternal Quality of Life, The
Victorious Spirit, The
Walking with God
Why Is the Answer Delayed?
Your Invincible Sonship
Health and Healing
All Good Is of God
Find Joy First
Four Causes of Health, The
ist
Unity 10-cent Pamphlets
Titles printed in red are
by Charles Fillmore
Health as a Reality
Health through Right Thinking
Health through Spiritual Methods
How I Found Health




Christ Exalts This Home
Consecration of the Room, ‘The
How to Help Others
So You Are Going to Be Married
Vacation Blessings
Human Relations
Because He Is Love
Career of Friendliness, A
Giving God to Others
Irresistible Power of Divine Love
Loose Him and Let Him Go
Master’s Way of Love and
Happiness, The




Joy of ’Thanksgiving, The
Resurrection
What Is True Being of Man?
Knowing God
How Can I Know
Way to Salvation, “rhe
Will of God, The
Meeting Age





Seekers of the Light Are One, The






What Are You Afraid Of?
Prayer
Drill in the Silence, A






Time to Pray, A
Prosperity




God’s Ideas Are Yours
How to Handle Substance
Spiritually





Tithing Questions and Answers
Relieving Tension







He Giveth His Beloved Sleep Books of the Bible cards, 20^ doz.
Keeping the High Watch
Lovingly in the Hands of the
Certificates:
Infant Christening, 75< each
Father Cradle Roll, 60^ doz.
Rebuilding a Life
Two Words
Children’s Blessing Cards, a vari¬
ety of 16 subjects, 3^ each
Underlying Healing, 'The Sunday-School Pencils, asst, colors.
Truth Teachings $1.20 per doz.
Consciousness
Hope of Glory, The
How to Know the Truth
Jesus Christ's Atonement
Unity Cards
(Price, 3^ each; or $3.00 a
hundred.)
Airplane Blessing





Preserving Unity of Soul and Body Sticker
Pure. Reason and Honest Logic of Beatitudes for a Housewife
Practical Christianity, The Blessed Home
Regeneration Blessed Purse
Some Lenten Thoughts For Thy Benediction
God Knows the AnswerTrae Character of God, The
Twelve Powers of Man, The Heart’s Garden
Unity’s Statement of Faith He’s Standing by Me
Vegetarianism I AM Content (for bereavement)
What Practical Christianity Stands
For
I AM the Christ
I Behold the Christ in You
Miscellaneous Invocation
Diligence Lord, Bless This House
Freedom Lord’s Prayer, The
Heaven’s First Law Make Me a Blessing, Lord
How to Find Employment Metaphysical Gadgets
Not Someday, But Now Morning Prayer
Pronounce It Good My Hand in God's
Realize Your Freedom No Other Way
There Is No Hiding Place Prayer for an Anniversary
Way Through Gethsemane, The
Sheet Music
This Is My Garden, 30^
Waters of Shiloh, 23^
Prayer for a Loved One
Prayer for Guidance, A
Prayer of a Bride and Groom
Prayer of Faith, The
Sevenfold Affirmation, The
Foreign Translations Student's Prayer, A
Teacher’s Prayer, A
This Is Friendship
This Is the Year
Foreign Order Form, Free
There are more than 140 foreign
translations of Unity pamphlets, books,
and magazines available. You may
have a complete list of Unity’s foreign





Adventure Called Unity, The
As You Tithe so You Prosper
Braille Information (folder)
Editorial Policy of Unity School




Light That Shines for You, The
Master’s Ten Laws of Human
Relations, The
Prayer for Protection
Prayer of Faith (small card)
Prayers Are Answered
SilentrTO Service
Wherever You Are God Is
You Are Not Alone
MIHTIO U.I.A.
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Use this form for Unity
magazines, books, book-
^lets, and other items.
ORDER FORM
1978
Please write any mes¬
sage on a separate
sheet.
my name
UNITY VILLAGE. MISSOURI 64065
DATE
STREET AMOUNT ENCLOSED f




n Daily Word S2 a year
A monthly perlodictl of dtily pace lessons tobe studied elong with eiiy other Lmity periodi*
cel for adults. Also artides end poems.
|~~l Daily Word Large-Type
Edition $4 a year
The same daily lessons, articles, and poetry as
in the regular Datip U^ord in easy>to-read
large type for those with vision difficulties.
O Unity $3 a year
A loumal of modem thought, for the advanced
student of Truth.
r~| Weo Wisdom $4 a year
A fascinatine, Illustrated magazine for boys and
girb. Full of ent^taining, constructive features.
Its stories help to build character. (10 issues
per year.)
Add $1 per year or subscription if outside
United States, its possessions, or Canada.
THE SCRIPTURES
□ 98 Bible $16.95
Revised Standard Version, with maps, concor¬
dance. Glothbound, stiff cover. (The venion is
the basic reference source for all Unity publica¬
tions.)
n 78 Metophysical Bible Dictionary $10
An encyclopedia giving the spiritual and meta-
physlcu Interpretation of Bible names.
BIOGRAPHY
Q 107 Story of Unity. The $3.95
The history of the Unity movement, written
in 1951 and updated in 1978 by James Dillet
Freeman, director of Silent Unity; includes
selections from the writings of Myrtle and
Gharlac Fillinora.
UNITY BOOKS
r~l 5 Atom-Smashing Power of Mind
$2.95
Charles Fillmore*! confident answer to the chal¬
lenge of physical forces that are constantly be¬
ing discovered.
□ 7 Be! $2.95
A book by James Dillet Freeman, containing
many of nis most popular short articles and
poems.
Q 8 Be ol Good Courage $2.95
A book of Frtnk B. Whitncy'i beloved ttticle,
and poems.
n 219 Be Ye Transformed $3
The third In Elizabeth Sand Turner’s trilogy of
metaphysical interpretations of the Bible (Acts,
the letters of Paul, Revelation).
n 84 Beyond a Miracle $3.95
A book by Sue Sikking, on the true neture of
spiritual healing.
O 11 Both Hichee and Honor $3
Annie Ri» Militz’e greet text on prosperity,
brought back Into print in e deluxe edition.
Tells how to be rich ipiritually end mentally,
as well as materially.
Q 38 Breakthrough ' $3;^95
By Rebecca Clark. This, the authors first
book, presents loving, practical methods and
advice on how to heighten your spiritual reali¬
zation and thereby greatly enhance your total
life experience.
Q 10 Charles Fillmore Concordance $3.95
The most extensive index ever published to the
writings of facies Fillmore. 334 pages, paper-
back. oc
58 Christ-Based Teachings. The
A thoughtful book by Donald Curtis that un¬
derlines the vital lessons to be learned from
the iwo-thousand-year-old teachings of the
Master.
Q 31 Christ Enthroned in Man $1
Now back in print: Cora Fillmore’s revealing
book of mental and spiritual exercises to ac¬
company The Twelve Powers of Man. Paper¬
back.
r~| 14 Christian Healing $2.95
Advanced textbook by Charles Fillmore, teach¬
ing the true character of Being and explaining
the power and scope of the mind.
r~l 69 Consent $2.95
By Newton Dillaway. A metaphysical classic.
"He does not give you a system, but a key—a
key to life—a key tnat you yourself must use.
n 17 Dare to Believe! $2,95
Mey Rowland tells how you can work miracles
in your life through prayer.
□
n 20 Dynamics for Living $3.50
A book of Charles Fillmore*s basic writings,
arranged to cover almost every facet of living.
Compiled by Warren Meyer.
□ 137 Emerging Sell, The S3.9S
Ernest C. Wilson gives the basic principles of
Unity's way of life.
r~l 28 Focus on Living $2.95
A selection of the bmt of the many radio pro-
prams with which Unity minister Winifred
Wilkinson hw held a daily audience for several
yean.
r~l 238 Foundations of Unity, Series One
$3.50
A nongraded home study course including two
62-page booklets explaining Unity principles,with a guide to home study and test-yourself
questions. Attractively boxed.
I I 239 Foundations of Unity, Series Two
$7.50
A companion to Series One; contains three
volumes, with a total of 472 pages, interpreting
Lessons in Truth. Includes home study guide.
Attractively boxed.
I I 240 (Series One and Two ordered to¬
gether, $10.00)
I I 32 God a Present Help $2.95
H. Emilie Cady tells how to link faith with un¬
derstanding; how to be a "minister" in all that
you do.
n 33 God Is the Answer $2.95
Dana Gatlin’s most helpful articles on health,
supply, and happiness.
n 34 God Never Fails $2.95
Outstandina articles by Mary L. Kupferle on
solving daily problems with God’s help.
□ 15 Good Word. The $3
A 64-page collection of texts from Unit/s radio
and TV program "The Word for Today,’*
handsomely produced In full color by Hallmark,
for gift-giving.
n 35 Gospel of Emerson, The $2.95
Newton Dillaway’s inspired collection of
Emenson's wisdom.
Q 37 Great Physician, The $3
By Ernest C. Wilson. These are Master Class
Lessons which are now in their eighth printing,
Q 39 Guidelines for a Healthy
Marriage $2.95
David Grodman, nationally known marriage
counselor, author, and columnist, writes of the
present-day challenges (and blessings) in mar¬
riage.
Q 40 Guidelines for Parents $2.9S
Anne Lee Kreml't book of practical useful
Ideas for bringing up children. (Makes a fine
gift for grandparents to give, tool)
n 984 Guidelines to Proyer $1
A simple, yet profound prayer notebook, by
Mary L. Kupferle.
r~l 25 Halfway Up the Moxmtain .... $3.95
Daily Word ^itor Martha Smock offers new
guidelines for using personal resources to
achieve goals never before dreamed possible.
n 235 Happiness Now $3.S0
Third in Mary Katherine MacDougall’s trilogy
showing the way to a healthy, satisfying life.
r~l 136 Heeling Now $2.95
By Marv Katherine MacDougall. Your body is
. equipped to heal. Prove this for yourself. Avaluable Study Guide is included as part of
the book,
nH 44 Health. Weafth. and Happiness,
The Prayer Way to $2.95
Rich ideas for every department of daily living.
By Lowell Fillmore.
□ 48 How I Used Truth $2.95
The teaching of this book has been fully proved
in the experience of the author, H. Emilie ^dy.
CD 50 How to Let God Help You. .. .$2.95
The second Myrtle Fillmore book of valuable
spiritual help.
[D 132 How to Use the Power of Your Word
$3.95
Stella Terrill Mann’s famous book on the
spiritual power of the spoken word . . . how
to tap a great untapped source of power within
yourself.
n 55 lesus Christ Heols S2.9S
Charles Fillmore brings you the very funda¬


























Keep a True Lent $2.95
By Qiarles Fillmore. Forty-seven Lenten lessons
plus articles on health, prosperity, and other
subjects for Lenten meditations.
Enow ThyMlf $2.95
Richard Lynx’s classic of Truth. A "key" book
for the earnest student and seeker.
Lessons in Truth .$2.95
An edition of Unity’s famous basic text, in large
format, new larger type, handsome binding.
Lessons in Truth $2
Paperback edition
Let There Be Light $3
A comprehensive Unity textbook for Old Testa¬
ment students. By Elizabeth Sand Turner.
Light for Our Age 3.95
Robert P. Sikkinc’s provocative, Inspiring book
points out that tne only thing holding us back
is .our not knowing the astounding powers
within us.
Light WiU Down, The $3.95
Mary L. Kupferle’s inspirational ideas about
how to help meet challenges through prayer
and maintain an effective prayer life.
Lika a Miracle $3.95
Ernest C. Wilson udls true stories of occurrences
so remarkable that they seemed "like a mir¬
acle." Hope on every pagel
Live Youthfully Now $2.95
Russell A. Kemp’s exciting book tells how to
regain and maintain the youthful maturity that
means fullness of life, regardless of age.
Magic ol the Word# The $3.95
May Rowland, director of Silent Unity for so
many years, testifies that **the magic of the
worn works for everyone.**
Magnificent Decision $3
James A. Decker tells how you can change
your life in any way you wish.
Make Your Dreome Come True $3.95
By Stella Terrill Mann. This inspiring bookdoes exactly what the title implies—it hdps youmake your dreams come true.
Master Craft of Living, The. .$3,95
An important book by William L. Fischer.
Meet It with Foith $2.95
Thoughts for triumphant living by Martha
Smock, Editor of Daily Word.
Mind; the Master Power $3.95
A book to instruct and Inspire. Indudes affir¬
mations, meditations, and braediction thoughts.
By Qiarles Roth.
Myrtle Fillmore's Healing Lstters
$2.95
The first book of Myrtle Fillmore’s writings.Made up of her letters to students.
Myrtle Fillmore: Mother of
Unity $5.95
A magnificent biography about the dynamic
woman who cofounded the Unity movement.
By Thomas E. Witherspoon.
Myiterieg oi Gen«ais $3
A metiphysic.l interpreUlion of the Book of
UeiiMis, giving it new jignificance. Rich in
reveletioni of Truth. By Gbirle, Fillmore.
Myslerie, of Tohn $2.95
eyerie, Fillmore’, metephyiicel Interpretationof the Gospel eccoraing to John.
ifew Ago Understanding $3.95
A book by Dr. Donald Curtis, well-known
author and lecturer. 'Today, more than
ever, men U reedy to enter the kingdom ofGod.
New Life for the Old. A $2.95
"I^e first publication in English ol the acknowl¬edged leader of the Europeen New Thought
movement. Dr. K. O. Schmidt.
Unity Inn Cookbook, The .... $2.95
A collection ol tasty recipe, which have been
or are now being served in Unity Inn.
Only Believe $3.95
The ciicumstances of the world today as seenwith the dynamic, faith-filled vision of Sue
Sikking.
Open Your Mind to Proaparity $3.95A summation of Catherine Ponder’s prosperity
principles and techniques. Change your lifetor the richer!
Patterns for SeU-Unioldment . $3.95
A ^ies of twenty lessoru designed to help thestudent uncover end expand his own awareness
end knowledge of Truth in daily living. By
Randolph end Leddy Schmelig.
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r~l 91 Practical Christianity for You ..$3
A deluxe edition of e basic Unity text, espe¬
cially useful in explaining Truth principles to
young people. By James £. Sweeney.
vQ 79 Prayer: The Master Key $3.95
James Dillet Freeman’s definitive book on the
place and power of prayer in our daily life
and affairs—now back in print as a Unity
book.
[~~l 93 Prospering Power oi Love. The ....
paperback $2
A collection of Catherine Ponder’s powerful ar¬
ticles about gaining abundance.
r~l 94 Prosperity $2.95
Twelve powerful chapters completely covering
the subject of prosperity from a metaphysical
viewpoint. By Charles Fillmore.
r~l 229 Prosperity Now $2.95
Mary Katherine MacDougall’s exciting book
about the abundance that can be yours when¬
ever you are ready to claim it.
r~l 97 ReTealing Word, The $3
Charles Fillmore’s interpretation of common
words and phrases. Approximately 1200 entries.
n 6 Revelation: the Book of Unity $3.95
An illuminating study of one of the Bible’s
’’deep” books, in dialogue form with J. Sig
Paulson and Ric Dickerson.
n 993 Secret oi Health. The $1
A powerful digest of the Truth about health
ana healing—written by Richard Lynch, at
Charles Fillmore’s request. Paperback.
□ 109 Talks on Truth $2.95
Fourteen complete talks by Charles Fillmore,
discussing the metaphysical upects of Chris¬
tianity. For advanced students.
O 110 Teach Us to Pray $2.95
Charles and Cora Fillmore compare various
methods of approach to God, and show thereader definitely how to pray.
I I 133 Thoughts for a Friend $3.95
Foster C. McQellan’s collection of helpful,
thought-provoking short messages, ideal for
gift-giving. Illustrated.
n 139 Today and Every Day $3.95
By Elizabeth Searle Lamb, A book of poems,
meditations, and articles to help you meet your
needs.
CD 76 Turning Pointe $3.95
Martha Smock’s reassuring account of the
many significant ’’turning points” in life that
make the difference between success and fail¬
ure, happiness and despair.
Q 116 Twelve Powers ol Man, The. .$2.^5
Charles Fillmore points out and explains the
super-powers by which man can perfect himself.
C] 975 Unity Guide to Prosperous
Living, The $1
A compilation of teachings on prosperity*
selected and edited by Connie Fillmore.
□ 122 Unity Way of Life, The $3.95
Famous religious researcher Marcus Bach’s land¬
mark survey of the Unity Movement and how
it works. Now back in print.
□ 118 Way of the Christ, The $3.95
Donald Curtis, leading Unity minister and
author, guides the reader into a new and in¬
spiring contemplation of the power of Christian
principles in contemporary living.
Q 124 Week That Changed the World,
The $2.95
A book for Lent and Easter ... a moving re¬
telling of the cvenu of Holy Week, by Dr.
Ernest C. Wilson.
□ 125 What Are You? .. $2.95
Imelda Octavia Shanklin explains the meaning
of life and your true relationship to Cod.
□ 24 What God Is Like $3.95
The long-awaited book of poetry bv James
Dillet Freeman: 100 poems, beautifully illus¬
trated from the pen of Unity’s ’’poet laureate.”
□ 217 What WiU You Have? $3.95
How to let the God-power within use us. for
eveiT good achievement we desire. By James
A. Decker.
n 129 Working with God $2.95
The keynote of this book by Gardner Hunting
is the fact that God’s law always works.
□ 131 You Can Be Healed $2.95
J Clara Palmer explains how to claim your God-given health and how t keep it.
□ 126 Your God-Given Pofenlial ,.. $3.95
A study in developing positive, spiritual quiil-
ities that are innate in everyone. A book by
Winifred Wilkinson Hausmann.
n 135 Your Hope of Glory $3





























Beloved of God. Happy Birthday
50 Cents
Say “Happy Birthday” with the lovely birth¬
day bookletl Full-color photography, expressive
prose and poetry will help you celebrate some¬
one’s special Jay.
Beloved oi God, Happy Birthday
package oi 10 booklets $4
(Mailing envelopes included free)
Book oi Silent Prayer 50 cents
Contains articles on prayer, seasonable bless-
ings, prayers, and favorite Bible passages.
□ 176 Miracle of Christmas, The 25 cents
Greeting booklet of poetry and prose by James
Dillet Freeman.
□ 177 Miracle of Renewal, The . .25 cents
A greetine booklet that eipresses in words and
photographs the miracle of new life and re¬
juvenation.
I I 182 Protecting Presence, The . .25 cents
An interpretation of the “golden promises” of
the 91st Psalm. By Ernest C. Wilson.
I I 189 Song of Christmas, The .. 25 cents
A Christmas Greeting Booklet . . . will put a
song in the hearts of all who read it.
Dieting 50 cents
The Truth about this important health subject
and the positive way of approaching it.
Finances 50 cents
The Truth about achieving prosperity.
God Is Blessing You Now 50 cents
Twelve meditations that proclaim that God is
blessing everyone with His good.
Meditation in the Silence $1
A new presentation of E. V. Ingraham’s Truth
classic about prayer and meditation in the si¬
lence. Handsome four-color stiff cover.
Secret of Unlimited Supply, The $1
Catherine Ponder has packed prosperity gems
into the pages of this handsome paperbacked
booklet.
Six-Doy Healing Practice, A
25 cents
Charles Fillmore discusses thought discipline
and gives a six-day prayer drill.
Your Birthday Is Special . .50 cents
A twenty-six-page booklet in glowing color,
with inspiring text by James Dillet Freeman.
Your Birthday Is Special
package of 10 booklets $4
(Mailing envelopes included free)
Worry 50 cents
The Truth approach to overcoming the wuiry
habit.
What Treasure Mapping Can Do
for You $1
One of the most complete texts available on
treasure mapping today.
MUSIC
Unity Song Selections $2.95
A durably bound book of 309 hymns with music,
and special responsive readings.
FOREIGN TRANSLATIONS
Foreign Order Form Free
There are approximately 180 foreign translations
of Unity pamphlets, books, and magazines avail¬
able in nine languages including French, Ger¬
man, and Spanish. You may have a complete
list of Unity’s foreign literature free on request,
lUVENILE BOOKS
Inside Me, Outside Me ...... $3.50
Elizabeth Searle Lamb has written a Unity
children’s book) Games, puzzles, projects, things
to do ... to please children of all ages.
GREETING BOOKLETS
(Mailing envelopes included free)
Christmas Joy 25 cents
This delightful greeting booklet is a sincere
and artistic portrayal of the many moods of
Christmas in words and pictures.
Earth Rejoices, The 25 cents
This Easter Greeting Booklet captures the
essence of the miraculous season of Easter.
Easter Awakening 25 cents
An Easter Greeting Booklet . . . conveys the
wonder and joy of the season of renewal.
Easter Speaks to the Heart 25 cents
A treasure of beautiful and inspiring messages
in verse and color photography.
Joy to the World 25 cents
A Christmas greeting booklet to bring joy to
everyone on your Christmas list.
Land Is Bright, The 25 cents
James Dillet Freeman tells how the Spirit within
ever waits to spring forth victorious.
Life Is Consciousness ... .25 cents
Shows the importance of giving Truth a place
in one’s life. By Emmet Fox.
Song of Life, The 25 cents
Ernest C. Wilson shows how to apply the 23d
Psalm to one’s everyday affairs.
Spirit of Christmas, The . .25 cents
A Christmas Greeting Booklet . . , filled with
warm, beautiful poetry and prose for the holi¬
day season, complimented by lovely, colorful
artwork.
Tidings of Great Joy 25 cents
A Christmas Greeting Booklet . . . filled with




PACKAGES OF 15 ONLY
Q 267 Christmas Heart, The
Our 1978 greeting booklet for giving and re¬
ceiving the creative Christmas spirit.
□ 270 World Made New, The
Our 1978 Easter Greeting Booklet was created
to inspire new life (n the reader through the
beauty of its words and pictures.
$3 for pkg. of 15 (one motif).
Each additional pkg., only $2.50
UNITY CARDS
(5c each; $3.00 for 100)
□ 303 Airplane Blessing
□ 310 Answer. The
□ 375 Automobile Blessing
D 313 Sticker
□ 316 Beatitudes for a Housewiie
n 323 Blessed Home
D 367 For Thy Benediction
Q 382 God Knows the Answer
□ 404 Heart's Garden
□ 412 He's Standing by Me All the While
□ 430 1 Am Content (for Berearement)
□ 431 I Am the Christ
D 436 I Behold the Christ in You
□ 450 Invocation
□ 478 Lord, Bless This House
n 480 Lord's Prayer, The
n 465 Make Me a Blessing, Lord
□ 502 Metaphysical Gadgets
n 507 Morning Prayer
□ 509 My Hand in God's
□ 520 No OthsrWay
□ 539 Proysr for a Loved One
□ 534 Prayer for an Anniversary
□ 550 Prayer for Guidance, A
□ 538 Prayer of a Bride and Groom
□ 542 Prayer of Faith, The
□ 324 Purse Blessing
□ 571 Sevenfold Affirmation, The
□ 584 Student's Prayer, A
□ 593 Teacher's Prayer, A
□ 604 This Is Friendship
□ 606 This Is the Year
□ 618 Trdnscendent Treatment. A
□ 623 Twenty-Third Psalm, The
FREE
□ 301 Adventure Called Unity, The
(pamphlet)





Listen! It's Spring! 25 cents
A greeting booklet . . . uniquely useful for all
Spring greetings, with its selected poetry and
prose.
Mental Equivalent, The . . .25 cents
Emmet Fox tells how to build in your mind the
equivalent of the things you want.
D 638 Braille Information (folder)
G 391 Golden Key. The (pamphlet)
n 164 Help for Alcoholics (booklet)
□ 180 Prayers are Answered (booklet)
CD 372 Shining Words (card)
D 651 Silent-70 Service (pamphlet)
PROSPERITY BANK APPLICATION
The Prosperity Bank plan helps you build a prosperity consciousness
and provides a convenient way to pay for your magazine subscriptions.
You use the Bank for seven weeks, and meditate on the prosperity
prayer that comes with it as you drop in a coin each day to pay for
your literature. When your request is received your name is sent to
Silent Unity and you receive their prayers for your success.
Please send me a Prosperity Bank with full instructions lor its
use. I desire the prayers of Silent Unity for my success.
MY NAME
Street
City State & ZIP
LIST OF TABLES
1. Metaphysical Approach to Problem Solving 7
2. Social Work Approach to Problem Solving 7
3. Metaphysical Methods of Psychosomatic Treatment .... 16
4. Treatment of Psychophysiologic Autonomic and
Viceral Disorders (psychosomatic) 17
5. Comparison of Major Theories 30
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